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Ten years ago last August our teacher
(Philip Kapleau Roshi) came back to America ,
after thirteen years of hard training in Japan ,
to transmit the Dharma to his fellow Americans . Ordained by Hakuun Yasutani Roshi
and trained by Harada Roshi and Nakagawa
Roshi , and therefore fully versed in the way
the Japanese had integrated the teachings of
Buddha into their own culture, he has
nevertheless from the very beginning struggled to transplant this profound teaching to his
native soil , rather than simply graft it on to our
American culture as some exotic outgrowth.
Ten years is far too short a time in which
to judge the outcome of this great undertaking.
Yet even so, a lot has already been done. So
much, in fact , that it requires a conscious effort
if one is to recall more than a few brief
moments of those earlier years of Center life,
so dreamlike it all now seems. Somehow most
of what remains of this eventful past is
astonishment and gratitude that one has
actually shared in the growth of this community . This for each of us is the miracle: despite
all our other karma , we came ; despite all our
doubts , we were enabled to persevere; despite
our mistakes and errors of judgment, what
started as something that seemed so fragile
has already thrust down powerful roots and
shown some of its immense strength.
It seems appropriate in this tenth year
to record some of the past and present and to
show some of the workings of Zen in
Rochester , the effect it is having today and the
manner in which it is as meaningful in trousers
and skirts as it is in kimonos.
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Ten years of Zen in Rochester. Ten years of Zen in the Americas .
Ten years of Rip van Winkling . A dream , though , of vast significance :
" All beings, one body, we vow to liberate ." But who vows and wbo is
liberated? Ten years of dreams , memories , reminiscences ...
Inevitably Japan intrudes : deLancey and P .K. pouring over
galley proofs of The Three Pillars in Kamakura in the spring of 1965.
The telephone rings: "This is Ralph and Sanna Chapin , of Batavia , New
York. We wrote you recently saying Huston Smith had recommended we
contact you; he says you two can tell us all about Zen . May we come
over?'' "Yes ."
The floor is randomly carpeted with the proofs when the Chapins
arrive . They read, they like. Ralph : "Please send me ten copies when
the book's out ." One of the ten , he later confides , goes to Doris Carlson ,
of Rochester. She reads and writes: "Our [Vedanta-oriented] group
wants to investigate Zen as presented by an American. Will you accept
an invitation, expenses paid, to Rochester? " "Gladly ."
The Three Pillars has just been published in the United States
by Harper & Row , whose publicity department has planned a series of
TV and radio appearances by the author to promote the book- if he
agrees. Yes, he agrees. A first-rate chance to savor the American scene
left thirteen years ago.
March 1, 1966: Arrive in Rochester - a lifetime first. Twenty-two
Vedantists-twenty women , two men , median age maybe fifty-extend
warm but diffident greetings . All but one sit on a chair or couch . My first ·
parlor edict: "You must learn to sit cross-legged on the floor! " All try .
''We almost died,'' one later recalls , ''because no one except Doris had
ever sat cross -legged on the floor before and everybody considered her
enlightened because she could do so for three hours a day ."
A week later all but a handful have bravely exchanged the
dubious comforts of chair and couch for the tangible benefits of the floor .
' 'This must be Zen for the Western behind,'' one person cracks. A major
breakthrough .
March 7: A lengthy article about my experiences in Japan as a
Buddhist monk , written by me at the request of the editor of the Sunday
New York Times , is featured in the magazine section , with striking
photos . It appears the day before the radio-TV tour is to begin .
The TV and radio appearances , after 13 years in Japan (and
Burma, India and Ceylon) , are a third-eye opener on the American
razzmatazz. An abortive interview near Washington , D.C., in a funky
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nightclub stands out darkly . Our party arrives early and is incredulously
surveying the scene . The MC is physically and verbally pawing an
attractive if befuddled young woman. "Are we in the right place?" we
wonder. " Can 't be ," we decide , and quietly start to slip out. The MC
spots us and snarls into his mike , "The Zen master I was to interview
next is running out on us even though it was agreed that he would come
and answer questions about Zen . Zen can't be much of a religion , or
whatever it is , when a so-called master acts that way ."
An interviewer on educational TV is more suave : " What does
Zen think of Lyndon Johnson [then president]? What does Zen think of
sex [still around]? What would a Zen master do if he were inducted into
the army and sent to Vietnam? "
" I don 't know what Zen thinks about Lyndon Johnson , sex , or the
Vietnam war . I can only tell you what this person feels. "
" All right , what do you feel? "
" I have no feelings in the matter. "
April 1: Return to Rochester for another week with the Zen cum
Vedanta Group . The Zen koans entice but the lotus posture 's still a
threat . The Zen patriarchs , though , are edging out Ramakrishna.
April 7: My hopscotching across the country to see and taste the
new-age American spiritual climate begins.
Arrive in Los Angeles after a one week stop in Austin , Texas ,
with lectures at the University of Texas , the Unitarian Church , and an
appearance on educational TV .
First stop: the Vedanta-Ramakrishna Center (under the
leadersh ip of the Venerable Swami Prabhavananda) in Hollywood . A
large , well run Center. At his morning informal talk to his students
Swami is boiling with indignation . 'Time magazine has just printed a
statement by Billy Graham to the effect that '' The Buddha was never
enlightened , only Christ was ." " Can you imagine any educated person
making such an idiotic statement! "
" Educated fools are found everywhere , Swami. "
By lunchtime the Swami is again his composed and genial self.
At his side at the head of the table are two Indian swamis and myself ,
while a bevy of young , attractive female disciples flank the long table .
" For a celibate monk , Swami, you 've got a lot of pretty girls
around you. ''
Swami (beaming) : " Yes , I renounce women and they all flock to
me.
A few days later another swami drives me to their monastery in
Trabuco , 35 or so miles outside Los Angeles . Some 300 acres of
incredibly beautiful land , donated to the order by Gerald Heard. The
meditation hall , built to simulate a cave , is arresting and inviting . The
vibrations are calm and deep .
Next afternoon one of the swamis asks for a talk on Zen. Twelve
resident monks and two Indian swamis sit in on my first " Deer Park "
sermon in the U.S . -halting and inept . At the conclusion one of the
swamis announces , "I see no difference between Zen and Vedanta ."
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" The differences may not be apparent in the doctrine, Swami ,
but Zen ' s training methods are uniquely its own . Do you work on koans
in Vedanta? "
" What are koans? "
" Spiritual problems ."
" like what , for example? "
" like 'What is the Sound of One Hand?"'
" That's a spiritual problem? It sounds like a conundrum to me ."
" Do you have sesshin in Vedanta?"
" What 's sesshin? "
" You ' ll know only after you 've attended one. "
" Unless you tell me what it is, how will I know whether I want to
attend or not? "
" Careful , Swami , you might be converted. "
[Laughter.]
Back in L.A ., luncheon with six Zen -oriented ladies in a lovely
Japanese -style house. At the conclusion the hostess announces : "And
now in your honor we have a surprise dessert ." Two women come
marching in with a large tray , held above their heads , which they set
down in front of me . Lovely flowers grace the outside of the tray, and in
the center , their tops covered with silk brocade doilies , are seven wine
goblets. " Close your eyes and when we tell you ' Look! ' you may open
them ."
Came the signal , and lo , nestling in each of the goblets was a
solitary sugar cube .
" What does this get eaten with? " - unsuspectingly .
" Are you kidding? Oh , right , he 's been away a long time in a Zen
monastery in Japan! "
The great awakening : L.S.D. !
The often-told story in Japan of a certain Japanese master who
had been given a large dose of acid in California , and his painful
reaction, flashed into mind . " No , thanks , not this time around. "
" Chicken! " cackled the hens , swallowing their cubes .
" Cock-a-doodle-doo! " crowed the rooster.
In L.A. , in 1966, as in San Francisco (the next stop) , spiritual
adultery was rampant . Students who had sworn eternal fealty to a
teacher perhaps a month before would unabashedly seek out gurus or
masters who had just entered the area , often traveling 50 to 100 miles to
meet them . At virtually every meeting I attended faces seen at a
previous lecture or workshop popped up . One big treadmill locked into a
perpetual merry-go-round!
Hawaii was a balmier , less energetic California but with the same
spiritual flirting , the same seducers , the same restless , aimless seeking
without finding . In Honolulu , where the martial arts-karate , aikido ,
tai -chi , kendo , judo-were especially popular , one persistent inquiry ,
like a leit-motif , ran through every question period during my talks:
Why can 't one become enlightened through the martial arts since , like
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zazen, they require single-minded concentration and absorption?
Answer: The aim of karate, aikido, tai-chi and the other arts is not
awakening but essentially the perfection of a skill. While satori
presupposes single-minded absorption, what is vital is the arousing of
and breaking through the "doubt-mass."
How does a Buddha go to a new Buddha-land? Does he travel by
ship or plane? Or does he dematerialize and just whiz through the ether
like an electrical impulse going to the moon? Here's the tale of how one
came to Hawaii.
Amida Buddha was shedding his infinite light in an antique shop
in Japan when I came under his spell. Sensing he was eager to depart for
a new Buddha-land , I persuaded his "captors" to re.lease him so that
he might take up residence in the zendo of an old friend in
Honolulu-Dennis. The day Buddha arrived in Honolulu by ship, Dennis
relates , one of the worst storms in memory took place; the lightning and
thunder ,were preternatural. To prevent Buddha from being exposed to
the rough handling of a ship's crane , Dennis went to the dock early. As
soon as the ship docked he boarded it and spoke to the foreman in
charge of the stevedores unloading the cargo . "Look , Bud, there's a
valuable Buddha from Japan in one of those crates. He's old and fragile.
Please handle him carefully so he's not hurt. Here's a little something
for your trouble."
" Did you say a Buddha? I happen to be a Buddhist myself! Tell
me which crate it is and I'll see he gets handled like a national
treasure.''
After escorting Buddha to his home , Dennis gingerly begins
uncrating him. Carumba! The head, which had somehow gotten loose,
falls out of the crate. A minor miracle: it doesn't land on the floor but in
Dennis ' hands , which gratefully embrace it! But how to get Buddha's
head on again? Another stroke of good karma . Only the day before an
old-style carpenter from Japan had come to do some work in a
neighbor's house. He is fetched, turns out to be a Buddhist , and very
carefully replaces Buddha's head.
Moral : those who protect (Buddhas) are themselves protected.
The late 60' s and early ?O's , as many too well remember, were
times of great ferment, of political and social struggle in the United
States , especially among college students. The revolt against the
Establishment and its questionable values was largely fueled by the
unpopular Vietnam war . When political activism failed to halt the
American involvement , many student leaders and their followers turned
in their disillusionment to Asian philosophies and spiritual practices .
Enter Zen. The Three Pillars was being widely read by
students and the public alike. College professors made it required
reading in their courses on Buddhist philosophy and comparative
religion. Numerous invitations came to me to lecture and/ or hold
workshops on Zen from such schools as Harvard, M . I. T. , University of
6
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Rochester , University of Vermont , Williams College , Florida Presbyterian College , Emory University , University of Michigan , University of
Texas , Bard College, University of Toronto, McGill University ,
University of Buffalo and Harpur College, to mention names that readily
come to mind . I also gave talks and/ or held workshops at the Gestalt
Institute in Cleveland , Bucks County Seminar House, the Chicago Art
Institute, the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts , the Annual Convention of
the Association for Humanistic Psychology , and other places . The
lectures often attracted as many as five or six hundred persons and were
instrumental , together with The Three Pillars of Zen , in pied-pipering
many students and professors , psychotherapists, artists , laborers ,
housewives and .social workers to the Rochester Zen Center for either
full-scale workshops , four -week training programs , or sesshins . This
still continues.
Two events away from Rochester , one a workshop and one a
sesshin , are unforgettable. At the University of Texas a record 300
students , carrying cushions borrowed from couches and benches
throughout the school, showed up for zazen. The only place large
enough to sit them all was a series of seven open exhibition galleries of
the Art Department , whose walls were now lined with instructors'
paintings on exhibition. All the makings of a disaster! But wonder of
wonders , the paintings , vivid yet restrained , create a unique
atmosphere of dynamic calm . Alone , I literally skate from gallery to
gallery on the well-waxed floors in a "samadhi of innocent delight" as
dozens of upraised hands beg to be walloped with the kyosaku stick.
How wonderful , how marvelous , like Mumon ' s verse in his twentieth
koan : " Lifting his leg he kicks up the scented ocean / Lowering his head
he looks down on the Four Dhyana Heavens/ His body is so big there's
nowhere to put it ... "
The four-day sesshin , at Florida Presbyterian College in St.
Petersburg , Florida , was beset by every imaginable calamity : rain
leaking into the zendo , a ceiling caving in , and a raid by the cops . At the
time-January of 1968-the Center had more members from F .P .C.
than any other college in the country ; their karma with the Rochester
Center was obviously deep. Like salmon struggling to get back to their
real home to spawn and die , the F.P .C. 'ers often risked life and limb to
get to sesshin at Rochester . Betsy Lagana was a dramatic example. She
arrived in Rochester for one sesshin looking like a refugee from a war
zone : hobbling on a broken leg , sporting two black eyes , one arm in a
sling. Her story : The driver of the first car she got into tried to get fresh
with her , so she jumped out of his moving car , breaking a leg and an
arm. The driver of the next car , which included two elderly people ,
evidently couldn 't take hls eyes off her and drove into a tree , smashing
up the car , Betsy and himself . In Rochester she spent the first day of
sesshin in a hospital but insisted on finishing it with one leg in a plaster
cast.
The sesshin itself , with some twenty students , was a "smashing "
success as the participants , asking for no quarter and demanding the
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" real thing ," called for harder and harder cracks of the kyosaku . The
neighbors , alarmed by the sounds of the stick (they actually thought
they were " shots " ) and the bellowing of Mu (the " groans of the
victims " ), and turned off by our weird appearance (we ate silently in
black robes in the backyard) , were sure terrible things were going on (a
pot party at the very least) , and called the police . Luckily the minions of
the law came the last day of the sesshin . To each of them I offered a copy
of The Three Pillars (plus a ten -minute course on Zen Buddhism) . To
my surprise they gladly accepted the gift, withdrawing the charge of

breach of peace lodged against us . Probably the first time cops had ever
been bribed with a book!
Other memorable events flash on the screen of memory : the
Great Fire of '68 when the newly refurbished Center went up in flames
in the middle of the night- Pat Simons and I the only occupants-Pat at
risk of his life dashing through the flames to awaken me , probably
saving my life-then both of us breaking through a window to get on to
the roof of the front porch and Pat yelling at the top of his lungs , " Fire!
Fire! Fire! " so that he must have been heard in Buffalo! " Pat , if you
could do Mu with the same intensity and absorption you would have
been fully enlightened long ago ." Next day Hugh Curran calling up
from Toronto , where he 'd gone for a week ' s holiday , and being told the
Center had gone up in flames the night before . " Holy smokes! " was all
the flabbergasted Hugh could say. And " holy " it turned out to be , for a
new , revitalized Center rose from the ashes of the old . It rose literally on
the hands of the members , who remodeled , redesigned , and rebuilt
ninety per cent of it . Virtually all of them were unskilled , but before they
finished they were artisans whose craftsmanship evoked admiration
8
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from all , including professional builders who occasionally came to the
Ce nter. ... The August 1969 sesshin at the Gratwick farm , with most of
the zendo doing zazen in the fields far into the night under a harvest
moon, looking like so many Buddhas in conclave .. ..The May 1973
sesshin : a student in dokusan presenting his answer to the koan , "You
are in a room that is suddenly on fire . How would you put out the flames
without any implements? " when fire trucks screech up to 5 Arnold Park.
The inside of the church ' s building next door is a roaring inferno, very
much like the '68 fire at 7 Arnold Park. (To student) : " Here's a chance
for you to be a fireman without a hose or axe!" ... .October 1974: the
night before the Open House at the 5 Arnold Park site (acquired fom the
church): some 150 members painting , washing windows , waxing floors ,
hanging pictures , then hauling stones , building bridges , shoring up
trees and laying bricks and rocks in the new dry stream Zen garden up to
2 a.m. ; an incredible display of communal energy and harmony.
Ten years of Zen in Rochester. Ten years of struggle and joyous
Sangha . No teacher was blessed with finer students , no teacher learned
more than I did from them .
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The three and a half days of scarlet leaves and Japanese chants
that marked the Zen Center 's first sesshin (October 9-12 , 1966) seem , in
retrospect , much longer: the strange timelessness coming as much ,
perhaps, from the physical surroundings as from the ' spiritual ' input .
Since the zendo and sleeping space on Buckingham Street were
judged too small to accommodate three teachers (Yasutani Roshi ; T'ai
San , now Eido Roshi ; and our own Philip Sensei , now Roshi) as well as
the twenty-five or so participants , the Presbyterian Retreat Center
outside Painted Post , New York , was rented-with all its uncontrollables .
Leaving Rochester that sparkling Sunday noon in the confident
mood of people going on an outing or even a crusade , with whatever
pillows and casual clothes (patterned , stylish) we could find for sitting,
we pulled up after three hours of driving to some barrack-type buildings
set upon a hillside , and were given pails and cleaning rags to begin the
work of Zen .
Most in this pilgrimage were middle-aged, predominantly
women , and used to a certain orderliness in daily living , so that the
sagging mattresses in the two-bunk rooms, the summer's litter, the
fly-specked windows , the locker room toilet facilities and irregular
heating arrangements posed in those first few hours the beginning of
the doubt-mass. Teen-aged campers are not so prone to arthritis , either.
To our credit , not a person deserted.
The outbuilding in which we were housed , its large meeting room
our zendo , was supplemented by a fancier dining hall downhill. In the
periodic rain that followed (what else in western New York after a sunny
day) the walks to meals also became a part of our practice . Was the hall
baronial? Vast and chilly , anyway. We sat at three different tables ,
choosing our seating according to the teacher who headed each , an early
indication of our karmic affiliation.
Just as T'ai San began the meal chants in Japanese , a
properly-dressed-for-dinner convention of Presbyterian ministers and
their wives walked in , staring in discomfort at this group of prisoners
who were now looking somewhat more tear-stained and unkempt . Or so
the vibrations seemed , for we were bearing the burden of silence and
downcast eyes and couldn ' t stare back. What oddities we were! No
mealtime pleasantries , munching stolidly (sullenly?) like cattle , released
from the table only by the crack of two wooden rods! Every suspicion of
Japan ese militarism must have surfaced in that hamlet that week .
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Then back up the hill for a short nap; or for the more caged
minds , a mad walk up the autumn road through the forest, with
downcast eyes picking up, at the edges, the blazing splendor of the
year's transience. It still wasn't clear whether one was to avoid seeing
people , or all forms.
The work in the zendo , the main work , seems short in retrospect:
the pain of sitting more than compensated by the sitting 's amazing
quality . Only a few had ever sat so long before. The 'kayosocko' was
used lightly enough not to be a threat , and the inspiration talks were
astounding. At one point when T'ai San broke a stick to make a point ,
the whole zendo nearly collapsed. The old woman's nembutsu1 became
a lifetime memory.
Dressed in our samurai robes, choir dresses, chuddars, the
kinhin also seemed strange and absorbing: trying to copy the panther
pace of T' ai San and the measured , serene pace of P. K. The latter was
sometimes , endearingly, as stiff as we were ; perhaps it was because he
got little rest at night since he was especially responsible for us , staying
up to monitor our late-sitting makyos.
Dokusan with Yasutani Roshi was in the small cottage where the
teachers slept ; P. K. , our interpreter. We went to offer incense and ask
questions, if we wished , but not all did ; the race through the teeming
rain for a meeting with the Impenetrable , too much for some.
Yasutani Roshi was a cool old man. He didn't waste any
movements , any speech , any emotions. He reflected our ingenue views
of Zen the way a wall stops a ball. Each afternoon at three he gave a
teisho on a koan , T'ai San led the chanting of the Kannongyo and Maka
Hannya-the charm of his chanting the Kannongyo was unforgettable.
It was done in a peculiarly probing way as if he were at the same time
saying, "Did you think Kannon was part of a fairy tale? Ah , chonen
Kanzeon I" We all laughed uproariously at the koans: there seemed to
be such a twist put on our minds, the Roshi ' s voice so fresh and
childlike , so unconcerned.
When the rare October sun shone through the south windows of
the zendo the flies celebrated, mating in mid-air, looping the loops
around one ' s head. One sitter was said to be forthrightly ignoring
ahimsic restraints and with his aerosol can sending many to oblivion.
While some of his peers demurred , most of us envied his brilliant
providence ; still meat-eaters , our sensibilities were not yet so keen.
Gas fumes were more obvious in the inner part of the room,
percolating from a furnace closet through an ill-fitting door. Was one 's
sense of the ludicrous facilitated by the fumes or by the zazen? One
night there was a torrential rain , and the gurgling and splashing of the
run-off seemed to be mounting behind the wall in front of one 's
1A reference to a story (often told at sesshin by Roshi Kapleau} in which an old
lady of the Pure Land Sect gets into heaven because although she had recited
the nembutsu (namu Amida Butsu} thousands of times in her life, only once had
she recited it with all her heart and soul , and that was when a clap of thunder
almost scared her to death.
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half-closed eyes. Just as one was wondering whether the wall would
wash away , P. K. got up and put his hand hesitantly against the
baseboard. It was a simple gesture but exquisitely funny , whether
because we laugh at what we fear-could he hold up the dike against the
sea? - or because our own hand was there. Yet every spell of laughing
merits a spell of weeping. Does everyone laugh and cry for days during
the first few sesshins?
One of the daily ceremonies was a ritual tea served as the sitters
reconvened after the lunch break . Two attendants brought the carefully
prepared tea into the silent zendo and offered it to teachers and
students , with gasshos all around . The appointed attendants , who had to
get hot water from the distant dining hall and prepare it in their own tiny
bedroom , thick with kamikaze flies , were one day pouring it into paper
cups on the slanted seat of a folding chair when the wicker handle of one
of P .K .' s fine Japanese pots broke in mid-air . Grabbing the hot teapot
someone spilled ritual tea over cups , chair and attendants , who were by
that time laughing hysterically (and silently) at the thought of the
expectant zendo close by. But the tea arrived in a while , ceremoniously
if not sanitarily. Neither attendant. as might be clear , reached kensho at
that time.
And so it went : from the barbarous to the sublime and back. Yet a
full complement survived , taking this Japanese form of grace and
torture to our own American hearts. When it was over, except for two
plucky women in their ?O ' s who recognized their physical limits ,
surprisingly the only concerns were , " When will the next one be? "
" Could we try for a week? "
This very barrack , the body of Buddha .
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Meeting you first in The Three Pillars of Zen,
stirred by the exertions and Awakening
of an ordinary man.
Then a telephone call to Rochester
and your directions to get to
10 Buckingham Street.
After hearing the name ,
seeing the face was nothing specialno aura , no airs , no mask to hide anything.
Nothing-except a twinkle in the eye ,
making a Buddha
out of an ordinary man.
Becoming teacher and student,
master and disciple
nine long yearsone instant of no-time.
Incense burning.
Looking at you as into a mirror ,
always discovering one ' s own face.
How futile to make an image of you ,
ever changing
with a constantly changing Center.
Unchangeable in the unshakable conviction
that everyone can realize
Buddhahood
if faith and determination are strong.
Ten years of giving body, mind and heart ,
teaching the Dharma through everyday life:
nothing to grasp
nothing to avoid ;
transmitting what cannot be
transmittedGassho, Roshi,
for sprouting Dharma seeds.
Thank you , Roshi
for the twinkle in your eye.
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A sesshin -the orchestration of fiftyfive minds , the coming together of yearnings
and strivings , piercing questions and dumb
perplexity; the pooling of patience and pain ,
the sacrifice of exertion to attain one knows not
what for one knows not why . Each participant
bears the full responsibility for all. In a
unification of mind, in the white openness of
mindless seeking beyond thought , beyond the
thought of thought the sesshin finds its focus.
In the strangling despair, the dryness , the
probing with a nerveless hand that can no
longer grasp nor let go , in the pointlessness the
sesshin finds its temper. Go on , just go on , just
keep going on , on, on, ON' There is a pulsing
that is deeper than the pulsing of breathing , an
inevitable pulsing that builds silent cadence
upon silent cadence. It is called joriki- it is the
energy of sesshin. Concentration , unification ,
samadhi-and then the last step. A sesshin
literally in Japanese means ' 'to unify or
concentrate the mind.'' It also means to search
the mind , but in practice sesshin means a time
when ' the fire and rose are one .'
What is perhaps most amazing about
this is that sesshins take place regularly each
month here in Rochester , New York , and are
attended by doctors, lawyers, professors ,
housewives, secretaries , businessmen, dropouts, architects ... So many in fact apply each
month that the decision of whom to accept and
whom to reject is among the most difficult that
are made by the Roshi and his monitors. Every
month the applications flow in and people
eagerly await the outcome of the decision to
know whether or not they have been accepted .
This is in America of 1977. This is truly
amazing to anyone who can cast his mind back
even fifteen or twenty years when the spiritual

soul of the West was so fallow , when
organization man stalked the land with his eye
fixed firmly on the next rung of the slippery
pyramid and all that one could find in the books
were the occasional theoretical sorties that
whet the palate but leave hunger unabated.
Eyes down, back erect, legs crossed in
the full or half lotus position , hands are held
with left resting palm up on right, thumbs not
quite touching , not quite separate. No moving!
For thirty-five minutes you are alone with
yourself . There is no way to escape. Anyone
leaving a sesshin before its official end will not
be accepted for another. The tension builds up.
After thirty-five minutes, five minutes walking
zazen . A measured, sturdy walk , not a walk as
a stroll or even as a march ; an unobstructed
walking. a steady lifting the leg and putting it
down. one after the other. Again zazen, again
the claustrophobia.
Even those who have sat for years are
moved by the solemnity of the opening
ceremony , the booming Dharma drum, the
nostalgic toll of the large bell , the enshrine ment of Manjusri , the tea ceremony, the
admonishments of the Roshi. It is as though a
great iron gate is lowered severing one from all
that would interrupt, interfere , from all that
would seduce and offer an alternative , an
excuse , a " better " way. Even some of those
who have sat for years sweat the sweat of the
committed and to those who have sat but for a
short time at first can come surges of panic, a
feeling that all is lost. But from the very
beginning the sesshin -the togetherness and
unification of minds-gives a support to all ,
and the steady work of those with experience
and the inspired working of those for whom the
sesshin is the first , meet , and in this meeting
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the first doubts subside, the participants settle
down, the sesshin gets under way.
"There are some important guidelines
to the sesshin." It is the Roshi talking . After
the opening ceremony, the bows and prostrations, the coming together through the ritual of
tea and cakes, the Roshi always addresses the
sesshin. " The first is silence. You must remain
silent at all times . There must be no talking or
whispering under any circumstances . If you
must communicate with one of the monitors , do
so by note and do so out of the view of others .
This is a most important guideline. Next, keep
your eyes down at all times. When sitting look
in an unfocused way about three feet ahead ,
when walking look about six feet ahead. Eat
about one-third to one-half less than you
normally do. Do not give way to negative
thoughts. Remember everyone who comes
does so at some considerable personal sacrifice. You have a responsibility not only to
yourself but to everyone else present also.
Finally , do your utmost- strive with all your
energies and do not give way to discouragement. " At this stage the Roshi might well add
a favorite story of the Chinese master who said ,
"If you set a time limit for success in Zen
training , then you should act like a man who
has fallen into a thousand-foot deep pit. His
thousand and ten thousand thoughts are
reduced to a single thought: how to escape
from the pit. He keeps it up from morning to
evening and from evening to morning. If you
train in this way and do not realize the Truth in
five or seven days , may I burn in hell for
deceiving you. "
In the well of silence of seven days, the
silence of fifty-five people who have agreed to
allow their normal compensations and barriers

to loosen and who have agreed to let the pain of
their human sickness ooze, flow and surge up ,
the One Mind is seen . It is not a silence of
absence but a silence of presence. It is the
silence of which all things are made , a silence
of moods: expectation, anxiety, urgency, deep
peace and despair. It is the silence of deep
breathing , the crack of the kyosaku, of the
Roshi 's quiet walk. It is the silence of weeping,
laughing, roaring . It is the silent heart of the
sesshin ; it is the silent heart of us all.
With the eyes down , images are not
made ; when images are not made the mind 's
froth is undisturbed. At first how hard! What
a temptation it is to give way to the aching
pleasure of looking at things. The falling snow ,
the new leaves, the flooding sunlight , the
rustling leaves suck and draw at the peripheral
vision ; but give way even once and the fountain
dries up and " the pale cast of thought" dries
hard. Keeping silent and keeping the eyes
down-two simple rules but out of them come
the heart and mind of the sesshin.
In the beginning there is always the
pain . It starts on the first day and nags , twists ,
scorches and tears throughout the next seven ;
physical pain , pains in the legs , the ankles ,
knees, hips ; pains in the shoulders, in the
neck ; headache and backache. And then there
is that other more immediate pain , the pain of
frustration , humiliation and shame-how is it
such ordinary foolishness of so many years ago
can thus wrench at our fibers?-the pain of
emptiness, fear and dread , the pain of
stupidity as the koan sticks there , a meaningless phrase , the pain of the kyosaku, and worst
of all the pain of others . But we have tried
comfort. All our lives we squirmed into greater
warmth , snuggled into the cozy corner ; we
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have twisted away from Truth and smothered
the protesting voice. All our lives we have
heeded the common crowd and tranqulized our
torment until the tranquilizer becomes our
torment and our escape becomes its own form
of prison. And so here we are. We need to
know, we must find out , and so pain is
inevitable. " All is suffering," the first noble
truth, is a truth without doubt to those in
sesshin. Pain is the fire of sesshin. If it is gold
it will never burn, if it burns it was never gold.
But without pain there is no burning and
without burning there is no release. "Become
one with pain " and the protest is let slip, the
tension relaxes, there is only pain and
then-no pain , just energy, untapped reservoirs of energy. The dryness is gone, the
doubting has gone , just white-hot energy; but
don 't wobble whatever you do.
The sesshin rolls on. A round of sitting,
breakfast , work , rest , zazen, teisho, zazen,
lunch, zazen , chanting, exercise , zazen, supper, zazen, zazen, zazen. And behind it all like
some backdrop is dokusan. For six hours the
tinkling summons of the Roshi 's bell calls out
and the sonorous "I come" of the dokusan bell
responds. Here is the burr under the saddle,
the balm, the goad , the beckoning. So much
patience. so much faith. It is pointless to
pretend. The room is so quiet that any attempt
to dissimulate. to evade, to puff up clangs and
echoes. "The truth is I don't know who or what
I am, what I'm supposed to do. Wherever lam
is the wrong place , I'm like an axle without
grease, a wheel off center." Question, probe,
encouragement. now a story , now a reminiscence, more questions , more probes. How can
he have faith in something so wooden and
unresponding? Ting a-ling a-ling; dong dong;
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ting a-ling a-ling; dong dong. Morning ,
afternoon, evening. Patience and faith.
Dokusan is one of the pillars of sesshin,
zazen another and the third is teisho. "Today
we shall work on koan number ... ' ' Every day
there is teisho. The koan is the kernel but
around it is wrapped the fruit of experience
ripened through long years of practice. In a
teisho one knows that every word has been
paid for. There are none of the verbal excesses
of the spendthrift. There is oftentimes humor,
drama. sometimes poetry but always there 's
the pointedness. A wide range is coveredthere's background material, admonishments ,
insights , descriptions, encouragement. It is
like a cubist painting that has its own
perspective. It all hangs together and makes
sense.
Before you know it the sixth day has
arrived. The first day is somehow easy. One
lives off the impacts of everyday life and there
is a merciful soporific in those impacts. The
second day is harder and the third somehow
the hardest of all. In the early years to wake up
on the third day is to surface through black tar.
The very dregs of the ego are encountered and
these dregs cling and clog the mind. the head
aches and the limbs rebel at the posture. the
cushions . the tan . the stick-rebel at it all . But
now it is the sixth day and for a while it is like
passing through a meadow. Vast space, cool
breezes. sunshine and peace. The rebellion,
the black tar. the pain have somehow
evaporated and for a time everything is easy.
Now is the great testing time. Shall I rest , shall
I sit down here. shall I wait a while? I must sit
down just for a while .
The seventh night , the violet hour. It is
time to stand up and walk home, to walk

through walls and barriers , through archaic
obstacles; now the hundred foot Buddha is
born. With dignity of great purpose kinhin
revolves , the hands, the feet, the set mouth.
Steadfast the feet take up a beat, many feet but
one beat, many hands but one grasp. The One
Mind revolves in the violet hour of the seventh
night.
And then , it is all over. Vivaldi 's music
laughs out loud. The embraces, the tears , the
laughter. the wonder and gratitude. What
happened to the giants? - These are ordinary
people after all. Wonderful , wonderful. What
do you say to someone with whom you have sat
for a week , whom you've come to know in a
way that is hard to believe and impossible to
describe? What does your right hand say to
your left? The tongue is thick and clumsy and
it' s best said with a look , a smile, a hug. A
seven day sesshin - the orchestration of fiftyfi ve minds .
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Why Dokusan?

It is no wonder that so many beginners in Zen are unclear about
the role of dokusan , or "individual instruction ," in their practice-when
and why to go and what to do once they get there . There is simply
nothing in Western culture to prepare one for this completely novel
situation ; in fact, there is nothing outside of Zen , in the West or the
East, which even resembles this type of teacher-student encounter .
Dokusan , which dates back to the time of Shakyamuni Buddha himself,
is an ingenious teaching device unique to Zen. It is the fire of Zen , and
without it true Zen practice could not endure .
Hearing the statement so frequently made in Zen that '' there is
nothing to teach and nothing to learn ," it may be asked why there is any
need for dokusan at all. If it is true that "no one can give us that which
has always been ours,' ' then what is the point of even having a teacher?
The answer , of course , is to help us to experience firsthand the truth of
these statements. Until at least a shallow Awakening has occurred one
cannot truly know that " there is nothing to learn ." And the road to
Awakening is not a smooth one . This journey into the mind is difficult
and full of dangers ; we have never walked this way before nor is it easy
to have faith , in the face of fear and frustration , that our place of
destination really exists and can be reached . Obviously an experienced
guide is needed , one who has himself traveled the same rocky road and
who has reached the destination . Without such a person to point out the
dangers along the way and to give encouragement when doubt and
discouragement arise , the risk of becoming lost and frightened-and
either turning back or wandering into some dark forest-is very great. A
Zen master is just such a guide , who is able through the special
opportunity provided in dokusan to meet with each student individually
and to help him or her stay on course , saying or doing whatever is
necessary according to the student's particular karma.
One of the gravest dangers that can befall a student of Zen , or
anyone else , is the danger of believing that one has reached the final
destination when actually one hasn 't . Stripped to its barest , the primary
purpose of dokusan and the Zen teacher is to avert this very danger by
validating a person 's enlightenment through various testing methods .
Without such testing and confirmation , the Teaching could not possibly
re main pure - anyone could pose as a Zen teacher . Only one with an
Open Eye is in a position to judge the authenticity or depth of another 's
Awakening ; it is all too easy-and tempting-to deceive oneself and
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others (especially , it seems, Americans!) into believing that Enlightenment has struck when in fact one may be miles from it.
The Encounter
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Dokusan covers as well the entire spectrum of practice , from a
student ' s first meeting with the Roshi , through kensho and on into
practice after kensho. And as one ' s practice begins to change, so does
the attitude toward and experience of dokusan. At the first dokusan one
may , after hearing so many disconcerting rumors, be pleasantly
surprised and relieved by the Roshi's warm and welcoming manner.
One soon discovers , however , that dokusan -the naked face-to-face
encounter with one who sits in the place of the Buddha himself- is a
serious business. Here is the person in whom, as a formal student , one
has placed one's very deepest respect and trust and before whom every
ego game , every half-truth shatters into bits. Dokusan is far more than a
meeting with one 's teacher ; it is the crystallization of one's relationship
to the entire universe . In the bare honesty of the dokusan encounter
there is no place for the frivolous chatter and hollow remarks which
make up the bulk of ordinary conversation and which effectively hide
from one the pain and ugliness of one's separated ego. Like Yama Raja ,
who holds up the mirror of karma before those passing from one realm to
the next , the Roshi is no finger-pointing judge but the clear mirror which
simply reflects everything before it. No wonder that many students feel
uncomfortable in that presence , and that dokusan, for those who have
not yet had some glimpse of their true identity, is so often anticipated
with sinking stomach and pounding heart! All of one 's fears of
disapproval and yearnings for praise and admiration come to a head in
the anticipation of this formal meeting with the teacher . In this very
discomfort , however , is one of the great virtues of dokusan and of Zen
practice in general , for once the pain and bondage caused by the ego is
personally seen and felt , practice takes on new meaning and impetus.
Actually dokusan beautifully encapsulates all threatening situations , all
those things one dreads to do but needs to do. By meeting these fears
and self-doubts head on and forcing oneself to run to dokusan at the
sound of the bell , despite the ego 's protests , a student-even the most
timid- begins to arouse and have faith in the strength and courage lying
latent within . Such courage is demanded in countless life situations but
especially is it required , and developed , in Zen practice- in the slaying
of the demon Mara , or ego-who must be destroyed before Awakening
can occur . No one knows better than a Zen master that without the pain
of death there can be no joy of rebirth; and the Roshi , out of the deepest
compassion, will often assist in this necessary process of destruction,
reinforcing-verbally or otherwise-the student's discomfort in
dokusan. Despite this discomfort , however , it is also for many an
enormous relief to be able to stand utterly naked before another human
being , to drop the heavy burden of defenses and pretenses before one
who clearly sees through all one ' s shortcomings to the Real Person who
has always been there. The Roshi 's silent or verbal affirmation in
dokusan of one ' s inherent perfection-one's Buddha-nature-tremendously deepens the Faith-mind and fires one ' s practice. In the living

example of an awakened teacher one vividly sees and feels that
Awakening is indeed possible.
Dokusan In and
Out of Sesshin

Everything depends on the mind of the student. Not surprisingly ,
then , dokusan during sesshin , when the mind is relatively free of
random thoughts and petty worries, is in general a richer, more
profound experience than dokusan conducted outside of sesshin .
Nonetheless , dokusan during non-sesshin weeks has its place , especially
in providing those who are unable to attend sesshin with the precious
opportunity to take up matters of practice with the Roshi or his assistant.
Certainly it is no easy thing to go from the daily work routine into the
charged atmosphere of the dokusan room; but again the very difficulty
of the situation makes it so valuable to training. Concentration on
practice during the workday is far more easily maintained if one knows
that he or she will be entering the dokusan room that evening-especially if one goes with the single purpose of trying to demonstrate the
answer to one's koan. Both in and out of sesshin, this giving an answer
is the primary purpose of dokusan. But there are also other valid reasons
for going - not everyone is working on a koan and questions do arise
about practice that need to be taken up in the privacy of dokusan. The
nature of dokusan restricts such questions to matters arising directly out
of zazen , leaving no room for personal problems not directly related to
practice (which may be taken up at other times with senior disciples
appointed by the Roshi to handle such matters) .
But the true genius of dokusan shines forth most brilliantly in
sesshin , especially when combined with the koan system of Zen . It is
here that the teacher has the greatest chance to nudge the mind of the
student-deepened by day-and-night zazen - into Awakening , and to
help refine and deepen that Awakening once it has occurred. The
emphasis in sesshin is on Awakening and the emphasis in dokusan
during sesshin is on presenting the Roshi with the answer to one ' s
koan-not in asking questions about one 's practice (and certainly not in
giving the Roshi a ' progress report ,' i.e., telling him that one thinks
one is or is not doing ' well .' Such self-judgments are fatal to
concentration and utterly useless to the Roshi . who knows as soon as
each student walks into the dokusan room exactly what his or her state of
mind is.) Inevitably valid questions do arise and need to be taken up in
dokusan so that the student does not wander too far 'off course , ' but
for those working on a koan the time comes when those questions are
eclipsed by the yearning to finally break through one 's koan - to
penetrate at last into the whole matter of Birth and Death. Zen practice
takes on an entirely different quality when this yearning makes one vow
to go to dokusan with an answer to the koan no matter what. Such a
resolution is not easily made , for it places the student in an
ever-tightening vise with only one means of escape: breaking right
through the koan . It is one thing to go to dokusan with some definite
question in mind; knowing what one will ask lends a good deal of
security and comfort to the threatened ego. But appearing before the
Roshi with no other intention than to demonstrate the answer to one 's
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koan-when one does not have an answer-this takes enormous courage
and conviction. Sitting in the dokusan line knowing one is next , never
knowing when the bell will ring , heart pounding wildly , racking one ' s
brains for the answer that has not yet come and dreading to go again
before the Roshi with nothing to show-it is like being in a pressure
cooker over a high flame with the steam valve tightly sealed . At this
point there is a strong temptation to give up and to formulate some
question or remark in one ' s mind , so as not to appear utterly foolish
before the Roshi ; but one knows-and one knows the Roshi knows - that
in so doing one is moving miles away from the One Great Matter . If,
however , one does not yield to this temptation and instead uses the
mounting pressure to force oneself ever deeper into the koan - not
separating oneself from it for an instant even as one walks into the
dokusan room and seats oneself before the Roshi-then finally the
incredible pressure that has built up within will , triggered generally by a
word or gesture of the Roshi , suddenly explode into Awakening .
Some Zen students may find themselves unable to enter into such
a nerve -testing situation and may even , for one reason or another ,
actually avoid dokusan altogether . For such people this vise can then be
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imposed from the outside , as when in the course of a sesshin the
monitors, out of the greatest compassion , put verbal or physical
pressure on a participant to attend dokusan -at times even carrying him
or her bodily out of the zendo and up the stairs into the dokusan room.
The Roshi and the monitors know all too well that those who do not take
advantage of the opportunity to go to dokusan during sesshin are really
cheating themselves out of a strong sesshin and very possibly out of the
joy of Awakening itself.
Dokusan after Kensho
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The initial explosion when one passes the first koan is really the
beginning of true practice , and with it dokusan becomes an entirely
different experience . Having caught at least a glimpse of one's own
Mind, one also sees into the Roshi , who no longer appears as some
ultimate authority figure-the object of all one's distorted views and
projections-but as a 'wise elder brother' whose job in dokusan is to
help the younger 'greener' sibling deepen his or her understanding
and to integrate what has been realized into every aspect of daily life .
This post-kensho state is a very fragile one and the guidance of an
experienced teacher becomes more important than ever before. The
person who has just savored the first taste of Awakening is like one who,
after many years of being a patient in a mental hospital , is finally
pronounced 'cured ' and released . Although a definite change has
occurred in the patient's behavior and outlook on life, it will take years of
adjustment before he or she will be truly 'normal. ' In the same way , it
takes many years of continued practice after kensho before the
body-mind can be purged of all the crazy ideas- especially the notion
that " I have attained Enlightenment" -that have become embedded
over many lifetimes , allowing one to settle at last into a truly natural ,
' normal ' existence.
Eventually even the need for dokusan and a teacher must be
outgrown so that one may serve as a guiding light to others . One who
has drunk deeply from the Wine of Enlightenment naturally desires to
help others experience the same joy and peace , and after many years of
work under the close guidance of a teacher and the constant testing in
dokusan of one 's practice, a student may finally meet the strict
qualifications to become a teacher in his or her own right-receiving the
Roshi 's permission to teach that " there is nothing to teach. " But this
point is reached only by those who have 'gone through the fire ' of Zen
practice and who have fully experienced the pain , frustration and
tremendous inspiration of years of dokusan and zazen . There is no other
way. If one wants to catch a baby tiger , one must enter the tiger 's cave.
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Here ' s a paragraph by Huang Po from The Transmission Of
The Mind on the subject of death. "If an ordinary man, when he is
about to die , could only see the five elements of consciousness as
void ; the four physical elements as not constituting an "I," the real
Mind as formless and neither coming nor going ; his nature as
something neither commencing at his birth nor perishing at his death,
but as whole and motionless in its very depths; his Mind and
environmental objects as one - if he could really accomplish this, he
would receive Enlightenment in a flash . He would no longer be
entangled by the Triple World; he would be a World-Transcender. He
would be without even the faintest tendency towards rebirth . If he
should behold the glorious sight of all the Buddhas coming to
welcome him, surrounded by every kind of gorgeous manifestation ,
he would feel no desire to approach them. If he should behold all
sorts of horrific forms surrounding him , he would experience no
terror. He would just be himself , oblivious of conceptual thought and
one with the Absolute . He would have attained the state of
unconditioned being. This , then , is the fundamental principle. "
If you hear this paragraph for the first time, you might think that
this refers to the moment of death , to the moment of relinquishing our
body , to which it is most applicable. However , as you all know and have
heard, Buddhism teaches death and birth occur at every instant . Instant
after instant after instant the entire universe turns over. It is new and
fresh, innocent of the past. unless we contaminate it with our thoughts .
But Buddhism teaches more than that. It teaches not to know this
intellectually, to talk about it , but to experience it , to know beyond all
shadow of doubt that this is so. "If you could see the five elements of
consciousness as void. " The five elements of consciousness , we recite
them daily in the Prajna Paramita , perceiving with our senses , sensing
with our emotions , willing , wanting, thinking, and being aware. All of
this is void. What I perceived a moment ago I don't perceive now. What
I felt yesterday I don't feel now. What I will today I don't want
tomorrow. My thoughts are neither here nor there. What I am aware of
at this moment I am not aware of tomorrow. "The four elements do not
constitute an " I. " Our body is made up of the four elements: earth ,
the densest , the most solid of them all , our flesh and bones; water,
the fluids within us; fire, the heat, the emotions , the love, the
desires, the yearning; and air , our breath , or ether, our thoughts, our
consciousness, our awareness , our fog or our clarity. None of this
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constituting an "I?" Why not? Our body follows laws of its own - it
has its own karma as we say in Buddhism - laws of physics ,
chemistry, molecular chemistry , molecular physics , atomic physics ,
nuclear physics ; on different levels , physiology , biology , heredity ,
psychological forces, sociological forces , economic forces , political ,
and all the impact of history , history of our country , of the world , of
the earth , of the universe , astronomical forces , cosmological forces .
Where is there room for an ''I? ''
" His nature as something neither commencing at his birth nor
perishing at his death ." Millions of people believe that their life starts
with their birth , which they don't even remember , and ends with their
death, which they dread. It is because we rely entirely on our senses .
What we can't see and can't remember we don't believe . Yet take a tree ,
an apple tree . The blossoms in spring-do we think of them as being
born , as not having been there before? They are beautiful , they are
fragrant. After a week , when they drop, it looks like new snow on the
ground . And then in the fall we pick the apple and we eat it. It tastes
good . We don't think of the apple as being the continuation of the life of
the blossom. And when the apples are gone , when the leaves are gone
and it 's wintertime , we don 't think of the tree as being dead . We know
there will be new blooms in the spring , and yet when the tree dies , we
cut it down. We chop it up into firewood. The beautiful log in the fire ,
it 's glowing, inside it's red, transparent , clear , and here and there ,
there are still black spots . And overlying it all , it's mysterious, it's
silvery white. And then suddenly , the thing collapses . Dogen says
firewood does not become ashes . Ashes don 't return to firewood . Spring
does not turn into summer, summer does not turn into winter , and
winter does not become spring . Everything is just its position in time ,
clearly cut, every instant , but whole and motionless in its very depths .
"He would no longer be entangled by the Triple World. " The
triple world: the world of desire , the world of form , and the world of
no-form . The world of desire is the world of "I want , I need to have , I
must have , and I don 't want. " The world of form is the world conceived
or lived in , perceived, experienced without desire , like an artist painting
a nude or a landscape, without any desire to possess . And the world of
no-form: samadhi , formlessness , emptiness ; Bassui 's pit of pseudo
emancipation , if we cling to it .
" He would be a World -Transcender ." A World -Transcender
always transcends into the world , never out of the world .
" He would be without even the faintest tendency towards
rebirth .' ' As long as we fear death the tiniest bit in the deepest layers of
our unconscious mind-as long as that is the case we crave rebirth . As
long as we don 't do something wholeheartedly, every last bit of us , with
nothing held back and no traces left-as long as we don 't do that ,
there are seeds , karmic seeds , and there will be rebirth .
If he should behold the glorious sight of all the Buddhas coming
to welcome him , surrounded by every kind of glorious manifestation , he
would feel no desire to approach them , neither would he feel terror at
the horrific forms surrounding him. In The Tibetan Book of the Dead it
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says repeatedly, "Perceive whatever appears as being the reflection of
your own consciousness . Do not fear the peaceful and the wrathful
deities , because they are thine own mind forms. " The person who has
experienced the One Mind , how could he be afraid , how could he be
afraid of himself? It 's like being afraid of your own hand just because it 's
out there.
" He would be just himself." Just himself. We hear so much
about this , we have been hearing about it for many years , and are still
hearing about it. We must become ourselves. Often it's meant in
connection with identifying with something or other , with a group , with
an idea , with a profession . It means becoming aware of our rights ,
insisting upon them , getting what is coming to us , rightfully , justifiably ,
becoming fulfilled , whatever that means , expressing ourselves to the
fullest. All of this may be all right as far as it goes , but it does not go far
enough. To be just oneself means to be no one , no one special , to be
identified with nothing , and be one with everything , to act whenever
action is needed , to do what needs to be done and then be done with it .
"He would have attained the state of unconditioned being ." All
our being, all our waking and sleeping hours are conditioned ,
conditioned as was mentioned before , conditioned by the past ,
conditioned by our thoughts . People when they come to the Center for
the first time often notice how different people at the Center are
behaving. And they are working hard to emulate them . It seems very
desirable , very beautiful. They work hard at following the Precepts ,
speaking well , speaking quietly , maybe renouncing this or that , taking
criticism , learning to say , " Yes , yes , you 're right ," and so forth . But
most of the time this is just replacing one conditioning with another.
What is the state of unconditioned being? What is it? How can we get
there?
Regardless of what anybody says , Zen training is a matter of life
and death. We must learn to live , but we cannot possibly live , we cannot
possibly be alive without having died . The Buddha says in one of the
sutras that the duration of a lifetime is the duration of one thought .
Dogen says we must live every instant as though that was our last one .
How can we do it? Can we do it? Can we get to that place which neither
death nor birth can touch? " This , then , is the fundamental principle ,"
says Huang Po .

II

Question:

Toni , do you take death seriously?

Toni :

What is death?

Question:

An old monk in China, as he was about to be executed said , " When my
head touches the white blade , it will be slicing the spring wind. " What
does that mean?

Toni :

It's marvelous , beautiful.

Question :

Could you do it?
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Toni:

(Laughs) Come and slice my head.

Question:

That's a lot of Zen talk.

Toni:

(Laughs) What else is there?

Question:

Everyday life.

Question:

You say that this Transcender would not wish to approach the
Buddhas when they came forward. Why not?

Toni:

Would not wish to embrace and go near them.

Question:

Why not?

Toni:

Why should he? The Buddha is as himself.

Question:

Why shouldn't he?

Toni:

(Laughs) Would you like to do it? Embrace him!

Question:

Could you say a little more about that. To me that seems very strange,
that statement.

Toni:

About what? Why not embrace the Buddhas?

Question:

Yes.

Toni:

Wasn't enough said? Embrace them.

Question:

It 's strange, Toni, but when I heard that you were going to give a
Dharma dialogue, I thought, "What could one ask Toni?" Then I
thought, I could ask her about death. I could ask her, "Twenty years
from now one day death comes along and says, 'Toni, it's time to go!'"
Toni , how would it happen? You give here a talk which is fine , but how
would it really happen? Would you sit there or what would go on?

Toni:

Why are you concerned about my death , or anyone else ' s , twenty years
from now?

Question:

Because I'm polite.

Toni:

You're politer than I thought. You think it's impolite to ask about death
right now or in the next sesshin, or in the last sesshin?

Question:

Okay. You will be picked up [dead] tomorrow.

Toni:

I will be picked up tomorrow? (laughs)

Question:

Toni, don't laugh! One of my friends just died, so I would really like to
know.

Toni:

Do you know that today as I came driving toward Rochester there was a
row of cars coming toward me. The first one was especially large and
black , lights on , the next one, lights on, the next one lights on, lights on,
lights on. Some people in the cars, believe it or not, were laughing. The

'
other ones just talked. Some of them were very quiet. Some of them
cried.
Question:

Show me how you die.

Toni:

My hour hasn't come, if you want to see that death.

Question:

One example is better than a thousand words, they say.

Toni:

Have you died yourself? How can you recognize death if you haven't?

Question:

Toni, that's not good enough.

Toni:

What is?

Question:

Toni, you've heard the expression "thoroughly dead." What's the
difference between dead and thoroughly dead? Isn't dead dead?

Toni:

Dead is dead.

Question:

What's thoroughly dead?

Toni:

Thoroughly dead.

Question:

Toni, what are these thoughts that are capable of contaminating the
universe?

Toni:

Holding on to things-but they don't contaminate the universe. You
contaminate your own mind, by holding on to things, by wanting change
to remain the same.

Question:

What can a dead person teach a living person?

Toni:

How to die.

Question:

Can you teach me anything?

Toni:

Have you died?

Question:

Can I learn anything?

Toni:

You have learned!

Question:

I've learned?

Toni:

You have learned!

Question:

What is there to learn?

Toni:

Nothing.

Question:

Thank you.

Question:

My father called me up and said his best friend had just died. Why did
he call me?

Toni:

Why didn't you ask him?

Question:

Should I have?
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Toni:

Why do you ask me?

Question:

You can feel someone's death.

Toni:

All right, who contradicted that?

Question:

Toni, how do you humble yourself? How does a Zen student humble
himself?

Toni:

Why does a Zen student have to humble himself?

Question:

Roshi says humility is an essential ingredient.

Toni:

Can you humble yourself by wanting to humble yourself?

Question:

Toni, this veil of thought seems to shield me from whatever might be
called the real world. How to break through those thoughts? I just can't
stop them. That doesn't seem to work-to transcend them ...

Toni:

Become one with them. Don't fight them, don't transcend them, don't
repress them. They're just thoughts.

Question:

Shall I consider them as such?

Toni:

Don't consider them as an illusion-that way you're outside them. Don't
consider them as anything. They're there and they go.

Question:

Toni, I'm afraid to die. I understand that if I do zazen and develop
myself, I won't be afraid of death. But in order to do zazen properly, it
seems like I have to die first. How can I do that?

Toni:

Why are you afraid to die? Have you ever tried to face your fear?

Question:

Most of the time I can't find it.

Toni:

If you're truly afraid to die you'll find it. It'll be there. If you run away, it
won't be there, but your fear will be in the running.

Question:

My four-year-old daughter, who is very concerned about death, said,
''Mom, can I die next to you? I want to die next to you.'' And there were
no answers, it was just, "Yeah, I know what you mean, I know what you
mean." That's the one thing, when you get right down to it, at sesshin
or elsewhere- "just to die next to you, to die next to you." But how does
one let go of that?

Toni:

Who can tell you? You have to find that yourself. You will.

Question:

I will?

Toni:

Of course you will.

Question:

Is there any guarantee that one won't go into subhuman states of
existence when one dies?

Toni:

Why do you need that guarantee? Why don't you go wherever you go?
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Question:

What's the difference between a cat and myself?

Toni:

You tell me!

Question :

I don 't know .

Toni:

If you're a cat you're a cat .

Question:

What's a dead cat?

Toni:

A dead cat is a dead cat. Are you afraid of being a dead cat?

Question:

I'm afraid of being a live one.

Roshi:

If you had been in the Center 's Food Co-op tonight , you would have
heard a live cat make the most inhumanly human sound . Casey was
trying to reach it . It was down under the steps and it wouldn't leave, and
it wasn't trying to scratch or bite him ; it was only making these
unearthly, uncatlike sounds. The artist Giacometti once said, "If there
were a fire and I could save either my Rembrandt painting or my cat, I
would rescue the cat.'' Why do you suppose he said that? (Nobody
answers.)

Question :

Toni, are you thoroughly dead right now?

Toni:

I am thoroughly alive .

Question :

What's the difference?

Toni :

What is the difference?

Question:

I don't know. I'm asking you the difference. Show me the difference .

Toni :

If I showed you could you recognize it? If you could there would be no
need to ask .

Question :

Are you thoroughly dead?

Toni :

I'm thoroughly alive, and I'm thoroughly dead . And I'm neither.

Question :

Those are just words. I don't understand them .

Toni :

Then why ask those questions? Don't occupy your mind with them .

Question :

Toni, in answer to one of the questions you said that you must become
one with your thoughts , that you must not repress them , you must not
fight them, you must not try to transcend them , and you must not look at
them as illusion, only as thoughts . Can you give me a concrete example?
I'm sitting and trying to do zazen and thoughts of my pottery pieces keep
coming to my mind . How do I become one with them? How do I take this
attitude that you seem to be describing?

Toni :

Well , is your practice to become one with your thoughts?

Question :

No.

Toni :

What is your practice? Better not to tell me. Whatever it is , that's what
you do when you practice zazen. But when you 're very excited, very
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upset with something and you 've become one with it, then try to see
what 's underneath it, let that come up.
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Question :

You mentioned that the kind of traits that are developed at a Center very
often can become just another kind of conditioning . How can we in our
Zen training be sure we don 't just condition ourselves in some abstract
way?

Toni :

That's a profound question .

Qustion:

How about a profound answer?

Toni:

Where does it have to come from? Who has to discriminate without a
concept?

Question:

Is there any point to Zen training if it just becomes another kind of
conditioning?

Toni:

Is the self-conscious acquiring of certain characteristics and personality
traits the point of Zen training?

Question :

No . Is the acquiring of certain characteristics and modes of behavior
more helpful to this insight that you talk about or not?

Toni :

Or do they grow out of that insight? Which has to come first , the chicken
or the egg?

Question :

I hadn't heard that most Zen people first got enlightened and then went
to a Zen Center .

Toni :

I didn 't either.

Question:

Toni , many people express the feeling of being afraid of death . It seems
like there's a letting go that has to happen , and I want to let go of all of
this that ' s floating around . I want to let go of it, I want to die , and I can 't.

Toni :

As long as you want to you can 't.

Question :

How do I die?

Toni:

Don 't want to die . Don 't want anything. Just be quiet , still .

Another
Sangha
member

" Be still and know that I am God ."

Question:

How is this life after death different from this life before death?

Toni :

I don 't remember either .

Question :

Can you help someone die?

Toni :

Can you help someone die?

Question :

Can you help someone?
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Toni:

If the person asks for help , yes, maybe . No , if this person doesn't ask for
help .

Question:

Can you help?

Toni :

Can I help whom?

Question:

All of us.
(No answer or comment) .

Question:

Toni, why are you giving this Dharma Dialogue tonight?

Toni :

Roshi asked me to .

Qustion :

Is that really the reason?

Toni:

(Laughs). Well , way back , eons and eons ago ...

Question :

Do you really know?

Toni:

(Laughs).

Question:

You read that when a man accomplishes such and such and does certain
things , he receives enlightenment and becomes a World-Transcender.
If he fails to do those things and does not become enlightened , what
happens to him?

Toni :

If he fails to do these things he is still enlightened , but he doesn't know
it .

Question:

Toni , yes or no , can you develop humility by trying to develop humility?

Toni:

Neither yes nor no .

Question :

I have a long question. You talk about not being attached to these
thoughts , not contaminating the universe by clinging to these thoughts .

Toni :

I don 't believe I spoke of contaminating the universe . How did that
phrase creep in? Or I may have said it .

Question :

Okay , now tonight at the close of this , as we've done every night and
every morning , several times a day, we recite the Four Vows. Should
you be attached or cling to those noble Four Vows , let them go , not
attach yourself to them because they have no enduring meaning ... ?

Toni:

There are two different questions . Should you be attached to them-you
know what the answer to that is .

Question :

Would you act on that?

Toni:

How good is an acting that comes out of " I should act " ? It might pass on
the surface but that ' s all.

Question :

Do they have any meaning?

"
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Toni:

Do they have any meaning?

Question:

Again, do they have any meaning? Why do we recite them?

Toni:

The Four Vows are the Four Vows. "All beings, one body, I vow to
liberate." Why talk about their meaning? You vow.

Question:

Do you feel you uphold them?

Toni:

Who is there to uphold?

Question:

Toni, what is the difference between you and me?

Toni:

None.

Question:

What is the difference between you and Roshi?

Toni:

None. Here's Roshi, here's me.

Roshi:

Better not let a Frenchman hear you say that! Don't you recall what a
French parliamentarian said in a debate on equal rights for women?
Someone observed, "There's little difference between men and
women," and he shouted, "Vive la difference!"

Question:

Toni, are you a woman?

Toni:

(Laughs).

Question:

Are you?

Toni:

Of course. Why do you ask?

Question:

You were heye last week. Were you a woman then?

Toni:

Was I a woman or was I here last week?

Question:

Were you a woman?

Toni:

Yes.

Question:

Didn't you say that everything changes all the time?

Toni:

I'm a different woman this time.

Question:

Show us how different.

Toni:

Can't you see?

Question:

No.

Toni:

I wasn't up here last week.

Question:

Toni, why are you so adamant about distinguishing between
contaminating the universe and contaminating whatever else you were
talking about?

Toni:

Okay, let's contaminate it!

Question:

Toni, where will I go when I die?
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Toni:

Where will you go?

Question:

Where will I go?

Toni:

Wherever you go.

Question:

Where will you go when you die?

Toni:

Wherever I go.

Question:

Do you know where that is?

Toni:

No.

Question:

Who was the Zen master quoted in The Wheel of Death who said,
talking to his monks, "You're crying because you don't know where I'm
going."

Toni:

That was Hui Neng.

Question:

Hui Neng, yes. It seems like he knew where he was going. Do you know
where he went?

Toni:

No.

Question:

Did he know?

Toni:

Yes, he did. He says so. I have great faith in Hui Neng.

Question:

Where did he go?

Toni:

Did he go? Why use the past tense? Is he gone?

Question:

Is he going?

Toni:

He's up in ti.le library right now.

Question:

What's he reading?

Toni:

The Platform Sutra.

Ros hi:

Going, going, gone!

Question:

A Zen master when asked what will happen to him after his death said,
"How should I know?" And then he was asked, "Why don't you
know? You're a Zen master." "Yes, but not a dead one," was his
answer. How is it he could talk about it and you can't?

Toni:

Because he chose to. He was teaching.

Question:

You said you might be able to help someone to die. Well, I would like
you to help me in a little problem of living. I think you're a counselor at
the Center, aren't you?

Toni:

Yes.

Question:

Supposing I go out to get a job and begin to work. The men are about as
well educated as I am, but they're getting twice as much pay. Which of
the three worlds would I have to live in to get the same amount of pay?
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Toni:

Are you seriously asking this question?

Question :

I' m seriously asking , yes.

Toni:

It 's the world of desire .

Question :

Have you ever supported yourself?

Toni:

Yes , I have .

Question :

You must have gotten a good salary .

Toni :

Fairly good , yes. Actually , it was quite good .

Question:

Well , you were lucky.

Toni :

I flirted with the boss .

Roshi:

A woman is a woman is a woman.

Question :

It doesn 't always work .

Roshi:

Often it does.

Question:

In connection with your point about future states of existence, is there
any reason that can be given for practicing?

Toni:

You need a reason for practicing?

Question:

Sometimes.

Toni:

Does thinking about future states of existence help your practice at that
moment? If not , why think about them? I don 't understand your
question.

Question :

Every question you get asked seems stupid to you , but maybe there's a
question here.

Roshi:

Such a comment is better left unsaid.

Question:

Just let me ask my question again . It 's pointless to try to be humble.

Toni :

Who said anything like that?

Question:

Someone asked you , " Can you learn humility by trying to be humble, "
and you said , " No ."

Toni:

No , I didn 't say that. I said , "Can you really be humble by trying to be
humble? " That's what I said.

Question:

It 's not pointless to try?

Toni :

How are you going to try?-that ' s the question. Are you going to try to
learn by memorizing humble phrases , or by a kind of bowing of your
shoulders , something like this [indicating]. Or will it come out of your
zazen , out of your insight that there's nothing to be proud or humble
about?

Question :

Toni, you were talking about someone and said they're enlightened but they
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don't know it. Why don't they know it? Why don 't we know that we're
enlightened?
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Toni:

Can I answer this question for you? Why don't you know it? You 've
heard Zen talks about the dust on the mirror , the clouds, the delusions ,
the topsy-turvy mind, but that 's not enough , is it?

Question:

Toni , a close friend of mine is dying . Is there anything you can do to help
him?

Toni :

What is in your mind when you say, "Can you do anything to help
him? " Help him to die , help him to live? In what way do you want to
help him? Is he in intensive care , in a hospital , at home? What ' s the
situation?

Question :

He was in a car accident .

Toni:

And where is he now?

Question :

Lying in the street . He's bleeding to death .

Toni :

What do you do? Do you sit here and ask me or do you call an
ambulance?

Question :

Toni , I work as a student nurse at the Rochester Psychiatric Center , a
state hospital. There are all these people there and I see them as
basically no different from me . I don 't understand it. I don 't understand
it at all!

Toni :

It's difficult, isn 't it? It is difficult .

Question :

How does one become quiet and still?

Toni:

You're about the quietest and stillest person at the Center , and yet
you 're asking!

Question:

On the outside , not on the inside .

Toni:

Is there a difference , really?

Question:

Toni , my father is ill , and he's thinking a lot about death . Is there
anything you or I can do to help him if he doesn't ask for any?

Toni:

Do you remember the story of the Buddha and the woman who wanted
him to revive her dead child? In your case your father is still alive , while
the woman had just lost her son.

Question:

The story of the mustard seed?

Toni:

Yes . Did the Buddha bring the boy back to life , or did he try to comfort
her or tell her to maybe go ahead and have another child?

Question :

No.

Toni :

Do you remember what he said and did?
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Question:

He said, as I remember, that he would bring the child back to life if she
could bring him a mustard seed from a house where there had been no
death at all.

Toni :

That's correct .

Question :

Toni , what's the next step after you've gone around and found out that
there 's death everywhwere?

Toni :

What was the next step in the case of the woman?

Question :

I don't know.

Toni :

She joined the order.

Question:

Well , I can't.

Toni :

You can do zazen . That's the same thing.

Question :

How about when the fog creeps in . You talk about fog versus clarity of
mind.

Toni:

When the fog creeps in what does the weatherman do? He predicts it
will be dispelled , and then the next day what happens? Maybe it's still
foggy . And the next day-more fog. And then ...

Roshi:

He gets fired , or should!
(Laughter) .

Question :

Toni, do you see this hand?

Toni :

Mm hmm .

Question :

Do you see this hand?

Toni :

Mm hmm .

Question :

If things are constantly changing , who's the person that has both these
hands?

Toni:

John!

Question :

Are there just two Johns?

Toni :

No , a million.

Question :

Toni , a while ago you very kindly consented to see an old couple who are
not members of the Center. You spent a whole hour with them , during
which time they were arguing with each other, hurting themselves and
each other terribly . They were really in hell, as it was very clear to
whomever was present. In the same manner that you are doing tonight ,
every once in a while you would say something to them, yet it was so
clear that these people had such a tremendous wall around them that
your words were not at all seeping through . Could you have done
something else to get through to them? Did you do everything you
could?
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Toni :

I tried my best .

Question :

What would Kannon have done in such a situation?

Toni :

Maybe Kannon would have joined in the argument .

Question :

Where was Kannon then? Where was the compassion of Kannon during
that whole hour when you thought that you couldn 't do anything?

Toni :

How do you know there was no compassion? Is doing always the sign of
compassion? Was the Buddha compassionate when he told the woman

to go out and look for a certain mustard seed? It sounded cruel and
heartless , didn't it? We always think we have to do things , interfere , to
help people .
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Question :

Who was it that night who said , " I can 't do anything ." Somebody said
that , and you looked at them ...

Toni :

Yes .

Question:

Could the Buddha have done something?

Toni :

I don 't know . What do you think the Buddha would have done?

Question :

Toni , why do you have to die? I find the idea of dying kind of depressing .

Toni:

Depressive or oppressive?

Question :

Well , depressing , oppressive .

Toni :

Wouldn 't it be sensible to plumb that depression? You can 't postpone it
forever.

Question :

My older sister, to whom I' m very much attached, died . Now when
I think of her I wonder if she ever existed at all. She ' s not here-did she
exist?

Toni :

You know what a Zen master answered when he was asked a similar
question? " I will not say! I will not say! " Why did he say that?

Question :

I don 't know , I simply don 't know .

Question :

You say that we die every minute-no , every second . It's easy to see
that we ' re not the same person we were , say , five years ago or even a
year ago. It 's easy to see and feel the changes that go on in that period of
time. But what about the changes every second? That doesn't seem
possible . There just seems to be a continuum . Aside from ego , is there a
continuum?

Toni :

Firewefod does not become ashes.

Question :

Toni , you ' re a housewife , is that right?

Toni:

Yes .

Question:

You have children and ...

Toni:

One.

Question :

... a husband that goes off to work.

Toni:

He ' s retired.

Question:

What is there in your life that brings up this issue of death?

Toni :

(Laughs). Yes , what is it?

Question :

I know that a housewife is sort of a complacent, contented life ...

Another Sangha member:

Get married!

Toni :

Don 't stereotype .

Question:

Why are you working on this " death " thing?

Toni :

I'm not working on it.

Question :

You are.
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Toni:

It's there .

Question:

What brings it up?

Toni :

What brings it up.

Question:

Toni , the firewood doesn't become ashes . So what happens to the
firewood?

Toni:

You're thinking about it now-don 't do that . You ' re the firewood . How
do you become ashes?

Question:

Well , wherever I go then I'll become ashes.

Toni :

Firewood .

Question:

Is there a soul?

Toni :

S-O-U-L?

Question:

Is there one?

Toni:

(Laughs)

Question:

Then what is it that is before birth and after death?

Toni:

What is it? A soul?

Question :

It's not a soul?

Toni:

I wouldn 't believe so .

Question :

What is it , then? What carries the karma?

Toni :

Why does karma have to be carried by anything? Karma is karma .

Question:

Does it not go from lifetime to lifetime?

Toni :

What?

Question :

Karma.

Toni:

Nothing goes . Everything is still and quiet in its depth .

Question :

Responding to S- 's gross ignorance about a housewife , could you let
your child die without feeling great pain?

Toni :

Of course not .

Question:

A short time ago I received a letter from my parents , and they were
talking about some beyond middle-aged friends of theirs who had a very
elderly mother in her 90's , in a nursing home , who was kept alive in the
way they keep people alive these days . And these friends of my parents
had been discussing how they might make a " graceful exit ," as my
mother put it , when they came to a point where they couldn 't support
themselves and they were a burden to others . Do you have any
suggestion for these people?

Toni :

It's very difficult to plan ahead what you ' re going to do and feel and how
you ' re going to respond when you ' re at that point, because if you 're
really very much one with your condition , your whole body-mind will
respond to your sickness or your failing , and so forth. To plan ahead and
say , ' 'I'm going to do this and I' m going to ask for this or that ," or
" I want this or that " - I wouldn 't do it .

Question :

So one should ...

Toni :

Be receptive , be willing to go through any stage of life , whatever it
brings , and have faith that your body-mind will respond appropriately .

Question :

Can your body -mind respond inappropriately?

Toni :

It can respond very painfully if you separate yourself from that response.
If you ' re one with it , what is inappropriateness and what is
appropriateness? It 's just like the fog.
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We walked to the Center quietly as we
often do. It's become a habit and one for which
I grow increasingly grateful, especially when I
remember how difficult it used to be for me to
experience a relaxed silence among friends .
There is so much to be grateful for! The words
of Ros hi ' s talk on Thanksgiving were passing
through my mind as were memories of the
afternoon's ordination ceremony of Zen
priests , Zenson and Bodhin . How grateful I
feel to have been there , to have witnessed our
two Sangha brothers ' dedication of their lives
to realizing the Bodhisattvic vows that each of
us has taken. Their lives stand as an open and
unequivocal declaration of their readiness to
spare no exertion in their efforts to help all
beings attain Buddhahood . How fitting that
this ordination ceremony should have taken
place during the Thanksgiving season , for it
seems only natural that such great compassion
be responded to with profound gratitude.
Arriving at the Center , we opened the
door and entered the foyer. There stood the
golden Bodhisattva surrounded by glowing
offerings and familiar Thanksgiving decorations. Out of gratitude for the Buddha Way
rises the Bodhisattva's great compassion for
which we , the beneficiaries , must truly be
grateful. There in the hushed friendliness of
the foyer , excitement began to rise within
me for the occasion which this Temple Night
provided . It was here for no other reason than
to give us the opportunity to deepen the
feelings of gratitude and compassion that each
one of us felt within us .
And , indeed , every act on this evening
seemed to offer this opportunity: changing into
my robe , hugging a child who had been with us

for the Thanksgiving meal the day before ,
walking up the stairs. Wherever I found
myself , this realization was brought home to
me again and again: sitting in the Kannon
room, having sunk temporarily into a wondering of how I could most profoundly express my
gratitude and compassion , I happened to look
up as one of the senior members approached
the altar. How completely one she was in her
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expression of devotion, and how gently her
oneness answered all my procedural questions!
Just sitting in the main zendo with the silence
occasionally penetrated by footsteps approaching the altar, a match being lit and extinguished or a child's question and a parent's hushed
reply: sounds of Thanksgiving!
And how the Buddha Hall reverberated
with these sounds! How it glowed! To walk in
and be surrounded by figures of Buddhas,
Bodhisattvas and Patriarchs-how joyful! To
prostrate before them, to offer incense while
one's Sangha brothers' and sisters' voices fill
the hall with chanting, to chant oneself and feel
nothing but the chant, to catch glimpses of
radiant faces and look into eyes that know the
joy of homecoming-what can one feel but
gratitude? Gratitude to all Buddhas, bodhisattvas, Patriarchs and Teachers whose lives are
our inspiration! Gratitude to Roshi for his
deeply compassionate guidance! Gratitude to
the staff and all my other Sangha brothers and
sisters whose help is truly never failing.
Gratitude for being encouraged and given the
opportunity to express this gratitude, for the
longer I remained in the Buddha Hall, the more
and more forcefully I became aware of the
tremendous energy, the careful thought and
hard work which had been involved in creating
this atmosphere of naturalness and freedom of
choice. Throughout the Center the utmost had
been done.
Walking home and listening to the
words of my companions alive with impressions of Temple Night, looking into their
smiling faces, I knew that I must only open my
eyes to see the radiance and wonder of a
Temple Night all around me, a Temple Night
that never ends .
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Bob:

Roshi , Zen Bow would like to interview you for our Tenth Anniversary
edition . In your article you 've told us the circumstances that initially
brought you to Rochester. But what has kept you here? To many people
Rochester seems an unlikely place for a Zen Center .

Roshi:

That question has been asked me innumerable times , Bob . Once in Los
Angeles a woman came up to me and said she was from Rochester but
had left it a number of years ago: " I just don 't understand why anybody
would want to have a Zen Center in Rochester , of all places .'' '' Why not
Rochester? " was my reply . Actually many religions have been started in
western New York: the Shakers , the Oneida Community , the Mormons,
and the only native American Indian religion , the Handsome Lake
religion . There ' s no doubt that western New York is a spiritual energy
source . Haven 't you felt it yourself , Bob?

Bob :

Yes , I have . Many spiritual groups other than Zen have also sprung up
in this area in the past few years .

Roshi :

Before settling in Rochester I had traveled over most of the United
States visiting the various spiritual traditions to try to get a feel of what
was going on in the country . What I found in Rochester was something I
didn 't sense anywhere else: a sober concentration of energy inwardly
directed . When you have a harsh winter climate such as Rochester 's
people can 't go out , so they go into themselves. My teacher Harada
Roshi used to say the same thing about the district where Hosshinji , his
monastery , was located : the cold , damp climate turned people 's minds
inward and energized their spiritual quest. No doubt that was the reason
why Hossinji was such an outstanding training place .

Bob :

Roshi , you often hear people say that they admire Zen , that Zen has
certainly had an important place in the history of Eastern religions , that
there are elements of Zen that are helpful for Westerners , but that there
still remains the feeling we in the West need to develop our own way and
to take from Zen what we can take and to take from other traditions what
we can take , and that essentially we need to develop our own new
eclectic approach. From your experience , how have Westerners actually
responded to Zen training once they ' ve begun practice and not just
remained on the outside?

Roshi :

Look at what has happened in Rochester and at our other affiliate groups
throughout the country . You will recall that in the article on the Center
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that appeared in the New Age Journal recently the interviewer
concluded that the collective koan of the Rochester Zen Center is, how
can we Americanize Zen? But this is only partly true. You can't evolve
an American Zen overnight. Such a development takes many years.
Nevertheless if Zen is to gain wide acceptance by Westeners it is
essential that it be divested of its Asian cultural accretions and express
itself in the cultural idiom of the West. Having been in Japan some
seven hundred years , Zen is saturated with the unique culture of that
country . A highly evolved culture it is - still its traditions are in many
respects quite different from our own . Among other things , we must
learn to chant in English and this is something we have been working on
right along . After all , some of the world ' s greatest poetry and prose
have been written in the English language. Granted that Japanese and
Sanskrit are beautifully fitted to express the subtlest nuances of the
language of the spirit , this does not mean that English in time cannot do
the same . More and more we are discovering in our translations the
depth , subtlety and richness of the English language to express the
deepest religious experiences.
Too, devotional ceremonies need to be given a decidedly Western
emphasis. For example, our recent three days of ceremonies expressing
the spirit of Thanksgiving were in an entirely Western context. The full
ceremony of taking the Precepts, which is held every three years,
involved some three hundred members , who came from various
sectors of the United States, from Canada and from Europe. Everyone
agreed these ceremonies were meaningful and inspiring because they
conveyed in our own cultural idiom the essential spiritual truths
underlying the forms. The informal chanting, the circumambulating,
the offerings to the many Buddhas , the prostrations - all performed in
an atmosphere in which everyone felt at home- emphasized that Zen
Buddhism, whatever its origins , need not be foreign to us. Did not
the Buddha himself say that his teachings, if they were to spread ,
would have to be adapted to diverse cultures?
But this will never be done by the Japanese or Chinese or Korean
or Tibetan teachers, simply because they have grown up with the
Buddhism of their own culture, feel comfortable in it and,
understandably, regard it as the highest and finest expression of
Buddhism. And they want to perpetuate it in the West. So the native
teachers with experience in the monasteries of Asia will have to produce
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their own Western forms. Only if we have the courage and will to cut
away from Buddhism the foreign cultural barnacles clinging to it can we
hope to bring it alive in the West.
In Rochester we have learned that when we present Zen from an
entirely American perspective there is little or no resistance. Of course
there are certain people for whom Zen will always be foreign to their
easygoing, lackadaisical natures. The idea of sitting frustrates them
because they are used to scattering their energies in meaningless
pursuits and Zen meditation prevents them from doing that. It needs to
be emphasized, though, that we are not trying to debase or dilute Zen
but are simply giving it a Western cultural form that is congenial to and
not at variance with our own history and social traditions.
Bob:

Roshi, one of the criticisms you often hear why Zen might not take in the
West is that it appears to be harsh and steep, and it is felt that maybe
this really doesn't fit in with the prevailing atmosphere of love that has
always been in the American spiritual tradition. What about that?

Roshi:

This observation usually is made by people who know next to nothing
about Zen. Or else it comes from groups who, having an axe to grind,
can only elevate their own brand of salvation by downgrading Zen.
When they measure themselves against Zen, which is the touchstone,
they cannot but feel their own inadequacy. So they emphasize the
comfort and ease produced by their system of meditation. Others are
idiotic enough to say they can bring their followers to kensho in three
days-and comfortably at that! One can feel nothing but pity for their
followers who actually believe such ridiculous claims. To the
hoodwinked public Zen cannot but appear steep. So while Zen can
appear steep, it can by no stretch of the imagination be described as
harsh. Love, compassion, mercy, benevolence-the lives of the Buddha
and the Zen masters are nothing but the expression of these qualities to
anyone who reads them understandingly. And we all know how
compassionate Sangha people can be.

Bob:

Roshi, in the early days of the Center I remember that you used to go out
a lot to colleges and workshops in other cities, whereas in the last couple
of years this hasn't been the case. Is there a reason for this?

Roshi:

When I used to accept these invitations, Bob, I always specififed to the
professor who invited me that I would not go if they wanted simply a talk
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on Zen. Always I insisted that there must be a mini-workshop, which
meant that the students would have an opportunity directly to
experience Zen through sitting and thereby begin to transform their
lives. On the whole that arrangement worked out pretty well. However ,
as our facilities expanded and the spiritual atmosphere at our Center
deepened, it seemed best for students and others to come to Rochester.
If you go to people and try to convince them of the validity of Zen ,
how it can improve the quality of their life , they may or may not
believe you ; they may or may not want to dip their toes into the
waters of Zen to see whether what you're saying is true . But when
people become utterly and thoroughly dissatisfied with their life , they
are open and eager to change the pain-producing pattern of their life .
The test of this is whether they are willing to go to you , hat in hand.
At that point all their ego defenses are down and they are humble .
Then they can truly be helped . But an individual 's ego may be
bolstered and fattened instead of deflated if the teachings , in the past
so hard to obtain , are presented on a silver platter as it were .
Another point: In going to colleges and sensitivity groups I had to
present things in a certain context. In the case of the universities,
understandably , they wanted Zen presented in an academic context, and
inevitably this involved a certain debasement of Zen .
Bob :

Roshi , it seems that many of the people who did come to the Center 's
workshops and training programs and staff programs were younger
people , people who had been students or school dropouts. Recently ,
though , there are a larger number of older people - in their late 30' s,
40 's and S0's-who have been coming to workshops and who are even
now on the staff. Do you see any reason for this?

Roshi : That 's an interesting phenomenon, Bob . These days the Center radiates
a greater feeling of harmony and stability and joy, doesn't it? It's due no
doubt to a deepening and refining of our spiritual practices . Our
devotional ceremonies-especially chanting- have a depth and richness
they never had before. Many members have commented on this , as have
people who have attended workshops. And of course the physical
atmosphere has changed. There is a greater spaciousness now that we
own the house and extensive gardens next door , so our surroundings are
more pleasant to work and live in . Older members in particular find the
Center more attractive these days .
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Consider Albert and Jean Low, members for ten years and
recently appointed to the staff. The Lows are in their forties. Albert had
worked in a managerial capacity for a large public utility for a number of
years and regularly attended sesshin with Jean. Recently he resigned so
that he and Jean might live in Rochester at the Center. They could do
this because the last of their three children went off to college this year.
They want to share the community life of the Sangha; I think they feel
happy here.
Then there are Frances and Ergun Ar, also in their forties,
members of long standing who have recently entered our training
programs. Ergun and Frances have just come back from a three-year
stay in Turkey, where Ergun set up an educational facility to deal with
ecology. He had been a former professor at the University of Michigan,
and Fran has held important positions.
Last but not least there are David and Linda Klegon, who are in
their thirties. David is a psychiatrist by profession and Linda a former
businesswoman. Both are now on the staff. David is not a staff
psychiatrist, mind you, but has done much manual labor and worked in
various capacities at the Center. Be sure, no one will ever call David a
shrink.

"
'

Bob:

Roshi, what do you feel you have accomplished in your ten years here at
the Center?

Roshi:

Not a thing, Bob! Whenever I have tried to accomplish anything ,
nothing positive or constructive happened. So I stopped trying, and
something beautiful and wonderful began to emerge, the result of our
collective exertion but not self-assertion. Let's also give credit to the
Buddhas and bodhisattvas, visible and invisible.

Bob:

[smiling]: Roshi, what exactly is this power of the Buddhas and
bodhisattvas?

Roshi:

Bob, drink up your Bambu , it's getting cold!
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" Work is not a game . It is seriousyou 've got to get things done ." This is a
common attitude . On the one hand there is
play , something that is done for its own sake
and therefore engaging and satisfying ; on the
other there is work- carried out for some end
above and beyond the activity itself. It is
serious and painful. The Greek word for work ,
ponos , has , incidentally , the same root as the
Latin word poena which means sorrow .
This lack of understanding of the intrinsic
beauty of human effort permeates every aspect
of contemporary life. We truly believe that
humankind has been condemned to toil by the
vengeful gods. In Buddhism the fruits of work ,
getting things done , are not separate from
doing things. There is no great plan or goal yet
everything in its own time gets accomplished .
Work is also the Buddha 's Way, and therefore
the purpose of work as of all activity is to come
to Awakening .
Work when done with the correct
attitude can help us overcome our egocenteredness and , if wholeheartedly engaged
in, can enliven and energize the body-mind ; its
benefits therefore can never be emphasized
enough . Zen master Daie says , "Zazen in
motion is a million times greater in value than
zazen in quietude ." We do not have to go to
the mountains or desert ; it is quite possible , no
indeed , necessary , to deveiop our potential, to
purify body and mind in our daily routine . If
this were not the case it would mean that only
those who were able to devote themselves to
monastic life could purify their minds and come
to Awakening . Judging from the records and
mondo of the ancient masters it would seem
that most of them opened their Mind 's Eye
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while they were working in the fields or
fulfilling other duties. A Zen master has
pointed out that however exalted our ideas may
be , however loudly the ring of truth may sound
in them , we are nevertheless firmly fixed to
earth and there is no way of escaping our
physical existence. And though we may be
concerned with such things as the meaning of
our life and our existence , as long as our
meditations remain abstract there will be no
practical solution to the problems. When the
fruits of our meditation are not actually put to
the test of experience in daily life the solution
is merely ideational and , bearing no fruit it
soon dies out. " Zen masters have therefore
always been anxious to see their monks work
hard on the farm , in the woods or in the
mountains. ''

through a sense of duty and exertion of will we
apply ourselves as best as we are able to the
task at hand. Better still is someone who
through absorption in his or her activities is
able to momentarily transcend this limitation
and really comes to enjoy what he or she is
doing. However , this too is incomplete , as it
comes about only because the person happens
to have a job in which he or she can easily
become involved for that moment. As such , its
benefits are limited , not extending beyond the
immediate situation. For example a carpenter ,
musician or artist may become completely
absorbed in the craft to the point of self-transcendence at a purely psychological level ,'and
yet as soon as one is required to function in
different circumstances this clarity and unity
disappear . This temporary transcendence has
had no real and lasting effect on conduct in
I work, therefore I am
daily life. The person who is able in no matter
We live in this world , all of us human
what circumstances to devote himself or
beings . What other world is there? Maria
herself totally to the task at hand has reached a
Callas , the Greek opera singer , once said ,
much more profound level. This goes beyond
'' How can you exist if you do not do things and
discipline , being independent of external
how can you exist with self-respect if you do
circumstances. It cannot even be called work.
not do things as well as lies within you? And
Once when Sogen Roshi visited the Center in
how can you achieve that if you do not work at
Rochester he was talking to a group of Zen
it? So to live in a way you can tolerate yourself ,
students about the daily schedule at Engaku
you must work . Work very hard. I do not
monastery , where he trained for many years.
believe with Descartes , 'I think , therefore I
After he had described their cleaning of the
am. ' With me it is , ' I work , therefore I am. " '
temple grounds thoroughly every morning, one
Although even this statement is in a sense
of the young men asked him what time they
limited , it does convey the essential human
began work. He replied, " Is washing your own
need for work as a condition for fulfilled
face work? The monastery is your own body. It
existence. Indeed our work is our life.
is not ' work' when you rake the leaves and
Through our mistaken way of living , we
sweep the sand.''
have fallen into the mindstate where work is
just a chore. A slightly better variation of this is Work at the Center
Lest the foregoing seem a little too
where work is seen basically as laborious , but
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glorious, it must be said as a practical matter
that when people come to the Center bringing
with them the habits acquired over a lifetime, it
is very difficult to learn the Zen way of
working. One of the perversions of the human
mind is that, while we want help badly and ask
for it sincerely, when we are showered with
compassion in the form of discipline we resent
it-as well as the people who administer it and
the Center which provides a place of discipline.
It seems so hard.
For people who have come from a hectic
life with all its demands , this runs against their
expectations. People often expect a Center to
give them some kind of relief from the
pressures of the ordinary world . Instead it
seems to conflict with many aspects of their
aspirations as they imagine them. One must
never forget that the daily schedule and
discipline of any real center is designed to
conflict with one's self-centered way of
thinking , living and acting. In a way it seems to
accentuate one's problems in the sense that
one is forced to face them squarely for the first
time. One is forced to see into the source of
one ' s anxieties. Eventually what comes out of
this process is a mobilization of energy , a sense
of purpose and a greater insight into the
human condition.
Energy is a trademark of Zen people.
Necessarily so , because it takes a tremendous
amount of energy to break free of the strait
jacket patterns , self-made delusions and
imagined limitations. Work is not something
you do with just your hands-it is done with
your entire being. This is no mere power of
positive thinking. In doing any task, we must
just do it.

If we are practicing Zen Buddhism,
there is a specific practice. How we work
depends on what our specific practice is. If it is
counting breaths , then during any activity we
try to become one with whatever it is we are
doing. To become one with our work means
that nothing intrudes between us and the task
at hand. To gloat over a prized job , or to
bemoan what we think is an undesirable
one-this in Buddhism is the meaning of the
word " suffering ." If we are working on a koan ,
then we continue to question the koan even
while engaged in all kinds of activities. Of
course if the activity is a very sophisticated and
technical one , one may not be consciously
aware of the questioning. But it goes on
unconsciously. It is like having a bad toothache . No matter what you do during the day,
you can ' t ever quite forget your tooth. Perhaps
when very busy you are not consciously aware
of it . But stop for a second and you become
suddenly aware that you had an ache right
along.
Non-attachment
Hard-working people, perhaps more
than others , have a special trap of which to
beware: pride in the fruits of their labor.
Though we devote our youth or our whole life
to something , we must not be attached to it.
This can be very difficult. How can you really
be involved in something, and yet not be
attached to it? By realizing " attainment too is
emptiness .' ' This does not happen naturally
unless we make it so . We come to taste the
honey , but our feet get stuck in the pot. We go
to work, but we are worked. We think that we
use things, but we are really used by them. As
the patriarchs have told us , we must become
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"the master in every situation." This means
that even while we direct our energies in a
certain way, we have to be willing to give them
up and see their insubstantiality. Otherwise we
are caught. To do our job wholeheartedly,
without being attached to it or separate from
it, is the middle way.
Giving up the fruit of work is misunderstood at times to mean literally quitting.
Rather, we must learn within the context of any
particular vocation to let go of that vocation in
the sense that is being hinted at. This should
not be confused with a wandering mentality
which flits from job to job, perhaps from city to
city. This is usually a cop-out. Whenever a
situation begins to make demands upon some
people they become very nervous, say they
are in a rut and leave town without a
goodbye. This is an adolescent lack of
comrr.itment and responsibility- and certainly
not the Zen way . On the other hand, by
making a solid commitment to, say, a craft or
profession, the demands that the commitment
generates on our life-style, our energies and
our old habits can be very strengthening.
Eventually a maturity of personality develops
and a natural discipline arises. We find that
we have the energies necessary for a
thorough mastery in any field of endeavor
(neither excessive nor lackadaisical) and are
not frivolously squandering them. Nevertheless it may be that the situation is simply too
oppressive to cope with-too completely
based on values which are inimical to
spiritual aspirations. This is the other side
and after serious reflection it may be decided
that a radical change is in order . Old ways
are self-sustaining and sometimes require the
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strong medicine of change and sacrifice.
Work may also have a negative influence upon us if we work compulsively and
spend too much time at work . It can then
become an escape from other demands of life.
In this case we are really driven by greed or
some unresolved fear and the work is not really
an action. We are driven willy-nilly. We have
then lost our center. Indeed perhaps only a
person of deep spiritual development can
work in the most profound sense of the
word-constantly, yet not compulsively.
What is required first and foremost is to
mobilize energies to get started and then to
maintain a steady vitality. In such a mindstate
it is unlikely that anger will arise through the
frustrations and obstacles that work necessarily throws up in its performance. As Master
Han Shan has said, "When the Work goes
well , things in the outer world won't bother you
very much. " When the Work goes well, then
work goes well . What a great opportunity work
gives , therefore, to truly see that at bottom we
generate our own karma. Our problems and
anxieties are of our own making and can only
be overcome when we overcome ourselves in
becoming one with the work and all that it
entails.
At the same time we must be responsible people and accept every situation in
which we find ourselves. Are we willing to do
those things that need to be done without
hesitation and without fear? To be responsible
and to respond have associations that go
beyond the mere sound of the words. The more
we respond the more natural it becomes and
the greater our capacity for action, which can
thus be directed in a positive way. It depends

on the motivation. For some people the best
thing in the world would be to have a very
mechanical , plain job to counteract perhaps
years of complex administration and positions
of authority. For others who still define the
word " work" as only " blue-collar" work , it
would be good to experience the difficulties of
more complicated and subtle forms of human
effort. Through a balanced life experience we
can come to know that these two are not
conflicting and eventually make a basic
life-style out of whichever type of work one
finds most natural to the personality and
character. This whole process is karmic .
Sometimes deep affinity with some vocation
arises. If it is real it will affect and help us on
many levels . We can easily distinguish this
from mere interest by seeing what sacrifices
one is ready to undergo for the sake of one ' s

desire . If they are great , then we can be sure
our aspiration is deep. This being so there is
really no question about it-we simply must
follow the flow of energy wherever it goes.
The great advantage of a profession
with which there is a great and natural affinity
is that it contains , yet does not confine , vital
en ergies. No field can ever really be mastered .
Life is bottomless and unfathomable . A
vocation gives a framework within which to
consolidate and focus the life force in its many
and varied aspects . It begins to work on us and
inspires and supports us .
However , we must see into our motives
for taking up a particular vocation . Often we
seek an identity , feeling a lack of definition in
our lives-trying to put life in a box or
somehow protect ourselves from certain disturbing influences . Or we try to make up for or
add to ourselves because we imagine , at a deep
level , an incompleteness in life. We lack
nothing . Anything that comes from the outside
is not our own. When we come to something
truly without motivation , only in acquiescence
to our karma , then we can really accomplish
something.
Our capacity for work
In 1960 in Tampa , Florida a woman
rescued her son from under a car which had
fallen on top of him while he was repairing it .
She lifted the car up . She weighed 123 pounds ,
the car weighed 3,000 pounds . The usual
explanation is that she was in hysteria at the
time , which is a rather poor way of saying that
she was out of her normal state of consciousness . At that moment she thought of nothing
but saving the life of her child. We all have
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these vast resources. The purpose of having a
deadline in work is to help bring us into some
contact with them to some degree. The
deadline sets up a hurdle which tests us and
encourages us to pass through it . Like the
koans , it is really a gateless gate ; nothing
obstructs us except our own imagined limitations.
There is a difference between work
being our practice and our practice being just
working . If we take each and every minute of
our life as an opportunity to deepen our
understanding , if we are one with the affairs
and tasks with which we are involved , then
work becomes another form of zazen . But
there are some groups having spiritual
aspirations where virtually the only activityis
working in one form or another-either in
crafts or as "religious farmers" and the like .
Usually it is said of these people that ' 'their
practice is their work. " This may be so, but
it is not work for self-realization. Total
involvement in a craft or other art form has it
sown rewards to be sure. One after another
" Zen in the Art of .. . " book seems to confuse
this point , its message implying that whatever you do, just do it. Don 't be uptight . If
you run , just run naked and barefoot over
sandy beaches . This is all there is to Zen .
Yes , when running , just run. But don 't call
it Zen, or trade it for the purification of zazen.
A truly religious life consists of many diverse
elements of which work and physical activity
are only one. Simply to work hard is not
enough. If it were , millions of people who work
constantly would have come to deep Awakening and resolved the basic problem of birth and
death. For our practice to be effective we must
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tread the middle way. The Benedictine monks
say:
"Laborare est orare."
To work is to pray.
This is a fine sentiment indeed . But compare
this to Huang Po ' s " A day of no work is a day
of no food. " What an expression of absolute
unity! Each one of us is the world and yet we
each have our place . The guidelines for sesshin
say that work is an important form of zazen .
Until we see that clearly , it is only labor. But
when the body-mind is open, work becomes a
vehicle for self-realization and all work is seen
as an expression of the Buddha-nature . People
who have awakened to this and integrated it
into their lives influence people far beyond the
immediate tasks that they are accomplishing.
Then work becomes the ceaseless task of
bringing all beings to liberation .

'' Clean up now , it's time for the repentance ceremony .'' Quickly
dry the hands , get the apron off and hurry downstairs to change clothes
and don the robe . " Did I switch the light off? I haven 't time to go back
now and in any case someone else is bound to look after it! " But no ,
even though there is little time, the journey to check the light switch
must be made . A small point , to be sure , but it is precisely in the small
points that a staff training program is made . ' Don't waste ' is one of the
most important lessons to be learned . The sense of personal
responsibility for all that happens-not leaving it to others to carry the
burden of maintaining the Center-is another. And above all
mindfulness , doing things in an alert , aware mindstate , will ensure that
light switches are turned off and that what should be done , gets done .
But this all means that we must defuse the ego , let go of our personal
likes and dislikes and see things as part of a greater scene . The staff
program has as its most important ingredient situations in which
mindfulness , personal responsibility and respect for all things are
encouraged .
Each year members apply to serve on the staff for the coming
year. At this time there are about thirty members . On being accepted to
the staff a new member must adjust in all sorts of ways . Scooping up
crumbs I was about to put them in the compost bin but was interrupted
just as the lid of the bin sprung open . " Crumbs can be given to the
birds . Rather than throw them away put them into this bowl. " Wasting
things comes from an attitude of mind always accompanied by its twin , a
feeling of alienation and meaninglessness . " What does it matter
anyway? " is a rationalization for polluting , plundering and spoliation .
" Throw it away , we can always get another. It's made to be thrown away
anyway . People will think we are cheap or something ." But in the end
what does anything matter? If a piece of broken pottery doesn 't matter ,
if it doesn 't matter whether we waste the crumbs , the paper, the water ,
what does matter? Wasting things turns the world into a dream
wasteland where all that is important is some transitory whim , some
temporary excitement . The state of mind wherein everything is
respected as important and unique in its own right , ends with everything
becoming an extension of oneself. While to waste is to separate
oneself-really to break oneself off-from the rest of the world , to care
for things makes the whole world come to life . But we are so used to
waste , indeed the values of our world have it that conspicuous waste is a
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mark of distinction; therefore training , which often can be very painful ,
is necessary to break the cycle of waste leading to ego and ego
leading to waste.
We find a seat in the Buddha Hall on cushions carefully set out in
rows arranged in a half moon fashion, and sit in zazen awaiting the
arrival of the rest of the staff. There will be over thirty people in all, and
all will be expected to honestly search their minds and confess their
shortcomings. Such a ceremony is indeed a delicate undertaking which
must be carried on with solemnity and dignity. Care and avoidance of
waste are important lessons but so are concern and respect for others.
Here at the repentance ceremony we receive a very intense lesson in
respect for others, as we wrestle with our own inner devils and expose
some of the wounds of the struggle. One can forgive people who are
truly working on themselves anything, no matter what , but to be willing
to expose our own wounds requires great faith in the compassion of
others. It says much for the staff program that this is possible.
The leader intones:
In a spirit of honesty and trust, before Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas and before our brothers and sisters in the
Dharma, let us now confess any defiling deeds of body ,
speech or mind which weigh heavily upon us.
The incense bowl is passed to the first member.
The ceremony is an important one. On the one hand there is the
cleansing of the mind that naturally comes, while on the other there is
the reaffirmation of what we are all doing at the Center , the
reaffirmation of the spirit of service and of dedication to freeing
ourselves from the clutches of ego. Cooking , cleaning, sewing, desk
work, carpentry and gardening all keep the Center functioning well, but
an efficient and well-run Center is of no use whatever if the members of
the staff are not truly working on themselves and if this Great Work is
not the sense and aim of their whole existence. Unquestionably the
Center is a fine place, it is the outcome of good taste and quality work,
but a religious center where people come to practice must have a quality
beyond mere aesthetics. This quality , often associated with austerity ,
seriousness, singlemindedness and compassion , can only come out of a
clear mind and this clear mind is what makes the staff program possible
and worthwhile and is what has allowed the staff program to grow from a
very small start.
The staff program as we know it today had a very modest
beginning when the Center started in 1966. A senior member talking
about the staff in 1966 remembered arriving at Buckingham Street and
seeing a radiant pink-cheeked smile and hearing the Irish brogue of
Roshi's first assistant. The staff was shortly doubled in size by the
addition of another and then a third arrival and the work was divided up,
one in charge of the zendo, a second in charge of construction and
maintenance and a third was Roshi's secretary. Others came to help
when they could and to join in the evening sitting.
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It was not long before the rented house on Buckingham Street
was too small and the Center moved to 7 Arnold Park- a move which
was to prove most karmically significant. More and more people came to
the Center and the staff expanded abruptly when the job of
reconstruction was taken on after the fire, living in the garage, the
basement-wherever there was room. When the Center purchased a
second house a block away on Meigs Street many of the staff were put
up there while the house was renovated around them. Since the Center
has been at Arnold Park nearly one hundred members have participated
in the staff program at one time or another and throughout most of its
life the repentance ceremony has been a part, a repentance ceremony
similar to the one comin~ to a close.
"The opportunity to practice in the Buddhist Sangha is rare
and precious.
We ask the Buddhas and bodhisattvas to support us in
serving the community with humility and dedication.
May our bodies be kept healthy.
May our speech be clear and compassionate.
May our minds be pure and understanding.
May we constantly be aware that everyone we work with is a
Dharma brother or sister seeking to realize himself or
herself.
Let us honor the Buddha-nature of all of us.
We resolve to realize the Great Way.
May all beings attain Buddhahood."
The repentance ceremony is over and we move quietly out of the
Buddha Hall to the midday meal. Today the meal will be informal but
still taken in silence as on other days. When the meal is formal we sit in
seiza posture around a low table. The meal begins with chants and
offerings and goes on in silence. The meal chants also serve as a
reminder that everything we do is done to attain the Great Way. The
food is always good, prepared and served with great care, a service
rendered by the staff to the staff.
After lunch the staff members rest for a while and will return
once more to work, a steady peace pervading all that they do. The
repentance ceremony has freed them in some subtle way, the chains of
ego are looser and the aftermath will follow for some time.
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The lettuce looks chilled and its pale green leaves glitter in the
sunlight , the radishes shine luminous red, the celery is crisp and martial
laid out on the towel after it has been scrubbed and rinsed. The salad is
being prepared for lunch. It will end up in the wooden bowls oiled and
polished in readiness : patches of contrasting colors , pepper red , lettuce
green and carrot orange. Like some exotic flower the bowl is carried and
finds its precise place on the table on which each plate and fork , each
salt shaker, each hot pad and each tall pot of salad dressing has its
rightful place. Setting the table for lunch is an exercise in mindfulness ,
consideration for others and careful respect for all things .
Next to the zendo the kitchen is the most important place in a
Zen training center. It is in the kitchen where the "labors of countless
beings" who have contributed to the growth , harvesting and
distribution of food, come to a head. The preparation of food is an
important stage in the great transformation that takes place through
eating. Food is precious , none must be wasted , everything must be used
in the most appropriate way. Furthermore it has long been known that
the cook ' s mindstate is communicated through vibrations to the food
mindstates that affect the meal and therefore those who later eatit.
mindstates that affect the meal and therefore those who later eat it.
The responsibilities of the cook are therefore great. He feeds the
Dharma family, and the food should be hot , cooked on time and
served in a way that is tasteful.
" The back burner should be turned down ."
" Is the oven ready yet? "
"Can you get the bread ready to go in after the potatoes are
cooked? "
" Is the stock simmering? "
" The floor needs sweeping ."
Dozens of details, each one's importance balanced for priority , each
must be done in its right time so in the end all will come together in
harmony. The teamwork this harmony calls for is a training feature
unique to the kitchen, and the daily mealtimes impose their own rhythm
by which this group effort can constantly be refined .
Mindfulness to the job at hand , washing up , cleaning
vegetables, kneading the bread generates its own energy of
responsiveness to handle the rapid changes of pace and attention that
cooking , getting ready to cook and cleaning up after cooking call for.
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Things burn when left too long, they boil over, cool down too rapidly; stir
this, move that, watch that-sometimes fifty or more people may be
present at a meal and fifty lunches mean lots of opportunities for things
to go wrong, to get out of time, to be forgotten. But frenzy and dispersed
energy that come when the rhythm is lost and the harmony disrupted,
would generate the very anger and divisiveness that could spoil any
meal. Mindfulness in the kitchen is so important.
From the first announcement of the day's menu to the final
cleanup at 5:00 there is of course quite a lot of talking in the kitchen.
Giving and taking orders, asking questions about a recipe or a
procedure, giving and receiving criticisms and suggestions-a lot of
speech, and always the occasion to be clear and concise, direct yet
compassionate with words. However there is a danger: an anecdote
intended to answer one question leads to a profusion of stories, or a
suggestion meant to clear up a problem triggers a conversational spate
that could soon leave the kitchen work far behind. To ask ourselves, "Do
these words of mine need to be spoken, or is this still another
distraction?" is a service of real value that can be extended to fellow
workers.
Our respect and gratitude for food so necessary to life would have
us waste nothing. Yet there are always vegetable trimmings no matter
how carefully the produce is chosen and pared. It is inevitable there will
be leftovers after every meal no matter how diligently recipes are
adjusted according to the number being served, the weather, the "feel"
of the staff appetite that day. There is always a bag of this or a bunch of
that which cannot quite be worked into the menu and so remains unused
in a corner of the cooler. To consign something to the soup stockpot can
be a resourceful way to use food no longer vital enough for direct
consumption. But all too often this pot becomes a catchall for mistakes in
planning and for unwillingness to deal honestly with an inventory
problem. Great care is constantly needed to avoid sullying the food and
ourselves in this manner.
"Read the directions printed above the sink and then we'll
discuss it to make sure that you understand them before going ahead."
The instructions refer to washing the dishes, something that we have all
done and feel there is nothing more to learn about. But even here full
attention is necessary. The water is as hot as possible and so gloves are
used. Forks, knives and other sharp utensils can puncture the gloves
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and so cause unnecessary waste, cost and delay in getting the job done.
Only so much water is necessary and care should be taken to use no
more, and so there is a natural order in which to wash, the very
greasy items coming last. Members of the training programs all get
the chance to wash dishes during their stay at the Center and find
that the task belittled by most as being menial and demeaning can be
an invigorating experience. Once the initial resistance is overcome
dishwashing opens up into a concentrated, energetic, flowing kind of
practice. And so it is in all work in the kitchen. Through mindfulness,
concern for others and care and respect for all things the work of the
kitchen is zazen in action in a very real and meaningful way.

The Center kitchen is often asked for recipes-especially after
sesshin, when the food seemed to taste so good but still you had to be
moderate! Responding to some of the more frequent requests by
printing recipes in Zen Bow seems a promising way to pass on some
of these popular dishes.

Seed Dressing (2 cups}

Toast separately until brown and fragrant. (This can be done in a frying
pan on the range or else on a cookie sheet in the oven):
¼ CUP SESAME SEEDS

¼ CUP SUNFLOWER SEEDS

In a blender, mix until well combined:
¼ CUP SESAME OIL

¼ CUP OLIVE OIL
¾ CUP WATER
l½ TABLESPOON TAMAR! OR SOY SAUCE

With the blender on low, slowly add the hot toasted seeds. Increase the
blender speed and mix until the dressing is smooth and creamy.
Note: The seeds should be added while still hot to give a smooth
dressing-for a chunkier style with a tendency to separate in the
dressing pitcher, the seeds can cool down before being blended. Also,
some people find that a little lemon juice makes this recipe more to their
liking.
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Sweet and Sour Lentils (serves 6)

This long-standing favorite comes on with a lot of appeal, and surprises
those who think that ''natural foods'' means brown rice and vegetables .
The night before the dish is to be served, soak 2 cups of lentils in 4 cups
of water .
The next day drain off the soaking water and rinse the lentils a few
times . (This rinsing helps remove a lot of the gas-producing elements
in beans). Set aside the drained lentils in a .heavy pot .
In a saucepan , bring to a boil then simmer for 5 minutes :
2½ CUPS WATER
2 BAY LEAVES
2 HEAPING TEASPOONS DEHYDRATED ONION
OR ONION FLAKES

Remove the bay leaves and add the water and onions to the lentils.
Return to a boil , then simmer, pot uncovered for about 45 minutes. Stir
the lentils occasionally and add a little more water if they seem to be
sticking to the bottom of the pan .
Meanwhile , make the sweet and sour sauce by whisking together:
½ CUP SAFFLOWER OIL

½ CUP PLUS 2 TABLESPOONS OF HONEY
6 TABLESPOONS OF CIDER VINEGAR
2/J TEASPOON GROUND ALLSPICE
¼ TEASPOON EACH GROUND GINGER, GROUND
CLOVES, SALT

1½ TABLESPOONS OF TAMAR! OR SOY SAUCE

When the lentils are cooked , i.e., soft and starting to fall apart , add all
but 1h cup of the sauce, mix well and simmer for another 10 minutes.
Transfer the lentils to an oiled crock or casserole dish and bake
uncovered for about an hour at 300°.
If the lentils seem a little dry , add the sauce which was set aside. If they
seem too soupy , turn up the oven and/ or let them bake longer .

Hot from the oven this dish goes well with cottage cheese. Leftovers can
be pureed with tomatoes and cooked yellow squash then seasoned with
curry to make a warm soup for winter.
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Baked Tofu with Tahini Sauce (serves 6)

Put 9 pieces of tofu (or "bean curd," as it's sometimes known) into a
9 " x 13" baking dish. Pour over the tofu a marinade of ¾ cup each
tamari (or soy sauce) and water. Allow this to sit for half an hour.
Make the sauce:
Saute :
¼ CUP FINELY CHOPPED ONION in
1 TBSP . SESAME OIL

When onions are translucent , add:
1 CUP TAHINI (SESAME SEED PASTE)

...

Mixed with:
l ¼ CUP WATER
1 TBSP . TAMAR! OR SOY SAUCE
A PINCH OF MACE

Stir well and heat slowly so the sauce does not burn; however, it is
normal for it to thicken and curdle slightly.
Turn over the pieces of tofu; then heat , uncovered , in a 325° oven
until hot (about 20 minutes).
Drain most of the marinade from the tofu; ladle on the hot tahini
sauce. Garnish with plenty of chopped scallions .

II
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My life-style as husband , father and
shopowner keeps me on a busy schedule . I
don 't get to the Center much except for
morning sittings (evenings are usually my
wife ' s turn to go) , teishos and ceremonies . Yet
the Center is a central part of the fabric of our
life . It is why we came to Rochester and why we
stay here . It is the direction to which we turn
for deeper practice , guidance and aid . The
Sangha is our family . Rochester is our home .
Presently I own and operate a small
business , a retail store located a few blocks
from our house that is itself situated just about
midway between the store and the Zen Center .
I meet man y people in the course of the day ,
Center people and non-Center people of many
different ages , professions and interests . And
the nature of the business being what it is ,
conversations about Buddhism and Zen do
from time to time arise. We also display books
and information on Buddhism and a fair
number of people have come into some kind of
contact with Buddhism in this way .
Work itself has brought me into much
greater contact with the diversity of the world
than I previously had . " World" here also
means in the literal sense , for we deal with
individuals and companies throughout the
United States as well as in Europe , Japan ,
England and India . It ' s been a good experiience. One must learn to relate to many kinds
of people and situations , and a lot of one ' s
personal edges and privately held concepts get
rubbed off in the course of things. For unless
people can feel personally accommodated in a
shop , they don 't return . If they sense that
something (such as Zen) is being pushed on
them , more often than not they will be turned
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off. Because this business is needed to support
my family I've had to learn to let go of a lot of
my ideas about Zen , about life and people
and simply try to make whoever comes in feel
at home . Whatever strain is involved in this
work - (and there is certainly a good deal of
it , with all the talk , routine paperwork ,
interaction with all kinds of people , constant
deadlines and financial hassles and pressure
situations as well as fairly long hours) , it has
been an important lesson in faith and
confidence -faith in both oneself and what is
beyond oneself, confidence in the Dharma
and the reality of its presence in the course
of events on the street of life .
The experience of running this business
has been like learning to walk a path that
unrolls beneath one's very feet as it is walked ;
as such it could be called a lesson in Zen . One
is startled , hesitant , fearful at first that it will
not be there with the next step . One falls , one
gets up ; one goes on not knowing howliterally not even knowing at all how to run a
business!
And yet things get done! One begins to
trust one 's not-knowing . One begins to be able
to live and gratefully recognize the visible and
invisible support coming from all directions .
One experiences Sangha - the community
whose combined efforts make our own efforts
possible-and in this way one begins to
become more human .
What is it like to practice in Rochester
near the Zen Center with a growing family and
business? The first Noble Truth expounded by
Shakyamuni Buddha is that life is pain, pain as
long as we blindly cling to it unaware of the
emptiness underlying all '' things ,'' as long as

we separate ourselves from the circumstances
of our life . The pain of our particular existence
seems to be essentially the same as everyone
else 's-as your own . More specifically , it 's
hard to have your family on a schedule of not
only long business hours but the Zen Center ' s
as well , to come home from work at 7 :00 p . m. ,
tired and hungry , and the sitting starts at the
Center at 7:30 . One strives to be one and not
separate oneself from wife and children , and
just live Zen , as the Roshi always emphasizes.
And yet this seems all the more difficult when
trying as well to get to the Zen Center as much
as possible .
In a sense it is an emotional strain ,
intensified by knowing that at certain times of
each day , just a few short blocks away , the
formal sitting is beginning . How can you~feel
like you really are practicing if you are in
Rochester and not sitting there? Another
" should ," another " ought. " A guilt , a greed
perhaps . For it is hard when sharing with one's
spouse the opportunities for training and
practice offered by the Center to know where
need ends and greed begins . Ultimately what
is hard is to learn about oneself and be able to
practice within one 's own life situation without
clutching at " Zen " or clinging to the Center.
But just doing one ' s best , living one ' s
life in mutual respect and compassion, it
appears in looking back over the last six years
that something like this has actually begun to
happen . Amazing . For one begins to see family
life, like business , as a truly rich opportunity
for practice and growth . In fact one begins to
see it simply as the very situation which those
who are in it actually need in order to practice
Zen .
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What a simple thing it would seem ,
then , to just be one with one 's daily life
situation-what a simple thing , indeed! Try
reading Batman some night when you ' re tired
(" But Daddy , you promised!" " Okay , okay ,
you ' re right. " ), stumble on alphabet blocks on
your way to sit down , find that the little one
you ' re carrying needs a clean diaper and go
and change it while continuing your conversation with the now angry six -year -old
(" Daddy ," fist raised , " you 're dumb , I hate
you! " ) and it ' s your wife 's turn to go to the
sitting at the Zen Center (" Sure , it's okay . Go ,
go , it ' s getting late .") and she already has to
leave and it's been a long day full of hassles
and problems and appointments and people
and there ' s been no chance for dinner yet and
you can look forward to starting to sit at about
9:00 if you 're lucky , 10:00 or so more likely ,
and try this for a few months and then we' II
with finally to become mature . Incredible .
And yet ... and yet what an opportunity
this affords us to learn to put it all down and
just concentrate on our koan right in the midst
of all these daily and seemingly unpeaceful
ordinary things . What an opportunity our life
provides to learn to put ourselves , through our
practice , wholly into the complexity of thingsinto living situations where the need is
imm'ediate , the clinging demands deep , and
the responsibilities so much and so uniquely
our own .
I am very grateful to an older Center
member who , in responding to a question
about chidren and practice , recently mentioned
how one 's children bring out all one' s old fears
and expose everything that had been impressed on one as a child. The whole
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staggering array of long since buried scars and
traumas begins to arise and invariably one
finds oneself taking that same role as " parent "
in relation to these things exactly as your own
parents had done to you . How humbling-how
depressing . Those without children have often
swept this childishness of their own under the
rug , as it were , and so do not ordinarily have to
face these things . Those with children always
do .
And yet this member went on to point
out what a fine opportunity this presents us
with to become finally mature. Incredible .
So again family life , daily life is
practice , and whatever pain we have here in
Rochester is the same pain (at the very least ,
given our mountain of past karma) that we 'd be
experiencing wherever we lived as a familyfinding our own personal wants coming up
sharply against the needs and demands of the
children and our own laxness and shallowness
so deeply shaping and limiting their intrinsic
and perfect potential. But given the uniquely
high level of practice energy in the air here ,
one might say that in practicing in Rochester
this pain is raised to a higher pitch. Being
intensified it is made all the more painfully
clear to us ; it stands out more visibly , can be
felt more acutely and so finally (after who
knows how many lifetimes) we begin to see
through it into something that seems to
indicate more and more clearly that neither
Shakyamuni nor the Patriarchs have been lying
to us .
At this point in our lives , then ,
Rochester is a kind of gift to our children - a
painlessly painful gift of burning up (or
scrubbing away) our endlessly interconnected

delusions. For one discovers with children all
too quickly that your own defilements are
immediately theirs , so open they are to you.
One cannot but see the painful effect of one's
own shortcomings , ignorance and delusion
manifesting in them . And the sense of
responsibility that issues from this awareness
becomes a real spur to practice. Time and time
again it becomes so obvious that the more
involved with one's practice one becomes the
clearer one's mind becomes , and the more
naturally and truly harmonious the family
structure is for all its members . This family
itself is a living being of which we are
members-a unique being whose life we slowly
come to recognize , respect and cherish . In a
very concrete way , then , this gift of our own
commitment to Zen and a resulting growth is
the deepest thing we have to give to them .
Part of this gift is the very significant
interaction afforded the children themselves in
encounters with the Roshi and Sangha members informally from time to time-for
example , in stopping by the Zen Center in the
course of a day's errands and seeing there so
many people they know practicing zazen ,
attending ceremonies and sesshin. Most
important is their seeing these Sangha
members treat each other and the children
themselves with a certain respect and spirit of
trusting awareness. This tells children perhaps
more clearly than anything else what living
Buddhism is all about . To know that the Three
Jewels-Buddha , Dharma and Sangha-have
at least some reality to your children is a relief
that perhaps only other parents can know .
So it is painful to be here. Rochester is
certainly not heaven nor even the Pure Land.

We all try to put so much of ourselves and our
energy into the Zen Center and to practice
there as much as possible . Understandably so ,
for it is such a fine atmosphere in which to
practice , so clearly is one's sitting strengthened through the presence of other practiced
sitters , the presence of the monitors , the
Roshi , the staff. And so feeling deeply as we do
that in this way we can actually help ourselves ,
our parents , our children most , it is quite a
shock sometimes to look around and find that
once again one 's wife j s exhausted, the
children getting tense , we' ve hardly seen each
other for weeks , the house is a mess ,
overflowing it seems with toys , remedies , my
books and papers , scraps of this and that , cat
hairs , dog hairs-you name it . One finds that
after all one hardly knows how to live , how to
care for a wife and children and yet one
obviously can 't just go off to do more sitting to
change this . What to do . What to do?!
So family -daily-business life is the way ,
is practice , making us work harder , become
stronger , more able to responsibly accept and
gradually see into this whole web of forces we
call our life , our work , our family , our self, our
" our ." Slowly we find ourselves grateful to be
alive , to be practicing here , and for the pain of
this life so newly begun , not even yet hatched ,
but pecking at a thinner shell .
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Many people assume that everyone who enters Zen training must
necessarily live in a Zen Center . Only 33 staff members live and work in
the Center buildings in Rochester . There the discipline is more or less
strict . The other 580 members live " outside " in the city of Rochester or
in various States of the Union . As a " lay " person who lives outside the
Center , I have been asked to describe what such a life is like. To
describe it , however , is to attempt a description of the essence of Zen
training and benefits .
Of course only the resident staff have the privilege of living and
working with Roshi Philip Kapleau every day , thereby receiving those
vibrations that are of positive benefit to the aspirant . Living away from
the Center leaves some members feeling they are on the periphery, not
in the inner circle . Others feel they are free of the confinement and the
continuous discipline , and complain of driving through snow .
Wherever members live they usually become aware that every
religion begins with the cry , " Help! " as William James so wisely
stated . For example , before I moved to Rochester , I had enjoyed a happy
marriage . After my husband ' s death I still enjoyed a beautiful home ,
devoted servants , trips to Europe , plays and concerts , Cadillacs , minks
and diamonds . It wasn 't enough . I have been in Zen training six years .
They have been the happiest of my life . My gratitude to the Roshi , to
Buddha , Zen and the Sangha is boundless .
Beneath the surface of our personal problems the deeper human
problems are universal. Most of us are seeking happiness , health and
peace of mind . We are searching - often unconsciously-for ultimate
answe rs to ultimate questions. Who am I? Why am I here? What is the
meaning of life? Has it a purpose? Is free will unlimited? Or is my
destiny predetermined?
How to explain the problem of evil? Why do human beings suffer
so much? Why is there so much enmity between individuals , races and
nations? Why is it impossible for us to live in harmony with each other?
Is there life after death? Is there a universal consciousness? In Zen
Buddhist training these questions are answered experientially .
Whether we live inside or outside the Center complex , the first
few years of Zen training are usually difficult . The daily practice of
formal zazen , sitting motionless and silent in the full -lotus posture with
straight spine unsupported for long hours , causes pain in the knees ,
fatigue in the back. Continuous concentration on the koan demands
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determination , dedication and strong aspiration . The meditation hall
(zendo) is kept cold as a spur to practice . The blows of the kyosaku stick
on the shoulders are initially a shock, especially if one has been brought
up in the old South as I was , where a lady is never struck by anyone
under any circumstances.
The greatest adjustment of all is required by the nature of zazen
itself. Its express purpose is liberation of the True-self or one ' s
Original-nature by quieting the discursive intellect . But it is that very
intellect on which one has prided oneself for a lifetime . This (temporary)
rejection of the rational mind often causes it to raise merry hell.
The deflation of the ego by the whole system of Zen training is
extremely painful until the benefits begin to accrue . If one is mature
(over 60) as I am, it is doubly so . One has been directing one 's own life
for years, even if not entirely satisfactorily . Then suddenly to be reduced
to a school girl again is humiliating . To be told , especially during the
intensive training period of sesshin , when to get up , what to wear , what
to eat , how to sit , not to think , not to talk-one resists all these
rules - silently.
The Sunday teisho of the Roshi when he clarifies for us the
teachings of the Zen masters and of the Buddha (as recorded in the
sutras) requires a whole new approach to life. The negations and koans
in which Zen delights are frustrating at first . Prostrating before figures
of the Buddha and one 's spiritual teacher is aga inst all concepts
acceptable in the West.
To renounce parties , television , cocktails and meat , bright
clothes , strong perfume and jewelry , while not required , is generally
done , and seems in the early days like an unnecessary deprivation even
for the sake of attaining spiritual development . The greatest problem of
all , however , is self-discipline. It is unbelievably difficult to train oneself
to go to that sitting cushion-at home or in the zendo - for several hours
every day. The body rebels against sitting motionless . The mind is like a
beehive with thoughts flying in and out . Yet self-realizat ion seems the
only route by which one can fundamentally transform character and
behavior .
So gradually the absolutely incredible benefits of this Zen
discipline are experienced . The major benefits would be categorized by
this lay member as: zazen, service , oneness , friendships , creativity , joys
of aging , spiritual development .
Zazen partakes of magic because it is difficult at first to believe
that any sentient being possesses the innumerable virtues released by
zazen . They are , however , inherent in all persons , but too often covered
over " by the dust of intellection. " The first hurdle is passed when the
meditator realizes that zazen actualizes man 's finest potentials. These
qualities emerge sporadically , faintly and briefly at first . With years of
practice they increase in frequency , strength and duration .
Zazen releases a selflessness of which we did not know ourselves
capable , a love of mankind regardless of sex , age , social or financial
status, the creativity for which we had longed , the certitude we had been
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seeking for a lifetime, a compassion we thought possible only to a
Buddha. Mental clarity is enhanced, muscular coordination and physical
energy increased , ailments alleviated or transcended . Old prejudices fall
away like empty husks .
Zazen brings joy welling up like a fountain , intuitive insights into
our own nature , the nature of others and of the universe , all of which is
seen as "lacking nothing, with nothing in excess ." It awakens in us a
greater rapport with nature , a deeper response to the beauty of the
seven arts , and a natural desire to help others. These unsuspected
virtues and many more are experienced even more deeply after sesshin .
During sesshin we penetrate deeper and deeper into the various
levels of the unconscious . We may sometimes find solutions to
stubborn problems , or become frightened and seek transient solutions
in other directions . We may see through a wall and otherwise extend
the limitations of our mind . A very special kind of energy Uoriki) may
build up. We may come to kens ho (seeing into our True-nature) .
After years of arduous practice the individual consciousness identifies
with universal consciousness , then transcends it, and the bliss of
enlightenment is attained .
Zen is distinguished from other Eastern religions in that it does
not consider enlightenment in and of itself as life ' s final goal. It
emphasizes the integration of Zen Buddhist principles into daily life.
Anyone can observe members spontaneously sharing their apartments ,
cars, food with others whom they scarcely know. They fast and send the
money saved to relief organizations . They often paint , gratis , the houses
they rent and clean up whole neighborhoods as an expression of their
spiritual experience . When I first moved to Rochester , seven young
people from the Center unpacked and placed my books in the bookcases
so intelligently it was never necessary to reorder them , arranged my
dishes and pans so conveniently it was impossible to improve on the
plan . When I had flu several members rushed to my aid with soup and
fruit juices.
Bodhisattvas spring up everywhere to help us , and these are not
only Buddhists . One day a strange woman with hair dyed a bold , brassy
color and a face like a hatchet voluntarily drove me many blocks to the
post office and home again . Another woman phoned me and said , " Mrs .
Owens , I think you work too hard . Why don 't I come over and do
whatever is necessary for you. And I don 't want any pay for it. " The
more in harmony we are with the Dharma , the more harmonious our
daily lives. My own contribution is mainly through writing and
lecturing and counseling.
All training , however , is not confined to the Center complex . The
Roshi occasionally invites members to accompany him on trips for
various reasons-never explained . One learns through experience . For
example, the Roshi invited me to fly to Montreal with him. He was
giving a workshop and a lecture on Zen art at the museum. I was
honored but feared it might involve a severe Zen lesson . From the
minute we left Rochester the Roshi was no longer the meticulous
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administrator and the authoritative teacher. He was relaxed and gentle.
We both seemed at one with each other as never before, at one with all
the practical things of travel.
He also asked me to accompany him to the loan exhibit of Far
Eastern art at the museum. He is a connoisseur of Eastern art. As we
gazed at these ancient masterpieces - Chinese paintings and particularly a wooden figure of a Zen monk- I felt that the Roshi was one with
them, that he and I were one. My old ego vanished. I felt a deep oneness
with this great art, with the Uncreated, the Unborn, for the flash of a
long moment. It was an overpowering expeience. I learned a lesson in
oneness so beautiful I was sure it would serve as a bridge between
any possible differences.
Does Zen attract the creative type? Or does zazen awaken
creativity in everyone? It is delightful to see the members painting ,
sculpting , creating a good small orchestra , staging Buddhist puppet
shows , conducting elaborate Buddhist ceremonies , lecturing or writing
as contributions to inner development-their own and others' .
The Roshi requested that I write a chapter on Zen for the book,
Transpersonal Psychologies (Harper 1975) planned and edited by
Charles Tart , psychologist at the University of California. Again I felt
honored but feared factual intellectual writing might interfere with my
zazen practice. Roshi said , " Your work can be your practice." I did not
believe a word of it, at first. But I discovered that Zen was right, as
usual , and I was wrong-fortunately.
One day, while being assisted by a handsome young man, our
work suddenly became delightfully effortless. I felt it was also purifying.
We were like two innocent children walking in the morning of the world.
After he left I felt that delicious buoyancy to which Roshi often refers.
A new kind of human relationship arises among members of the
Zen Center. In the Sangha we feel a kinship with strangers. Warm
bonds are forged between young people and an older woman like
myself. Close association with these religiously-oriented members of the
counter-culture reveals that they are serious , intelligent, nearly all
college graduates, idealistic , hard-working , kind and filled with quick
laughter that is a delight to hear.
Our Western culture causes us to be haunted by fear of old age ,
loneliness , disease and death. Zen Buddhism teaches us that our fears
and suffering are caused by conflict with the laws of life . We desire
not to grow old , not to die, but aging and death are the laws of life .
Old age is natural and therefore a time for spiritual development. If
one is on the spiritual path one may be alone but not lonely . The
awakening Self is a constant companion .
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Preparations for the sesshin began early
with extensive building renovations : the house
repainted inside and out , floors refinished ,
kitchen rebuilt , and endless other projects and
errands . No sooner had one minor crisis been
resolved than another reared its head . At " T
minus forty-eight hours " a major rupture in
the house plumbing system was discovered ,
seriously threatening to cancel or at least
postpone the whole sesshin. But it was decided
to go ahead and so , with plumbers hard at work
with pneumatic drills breaking up concrete at
the front porch , the second Toronto sesshin got
underway.
Despite all the difficulties and the
" locker room touch" that developed with
twenty-eight participants working strenuously
indoors without baths for four days , the sesshin
was a remarkable success . As such it offered
testimony to the growing strength of Zen
Center affiliate groups . If 5-7 Arnold Park is
the heart of the Sangha , its arms and legs are
these groups of members who sit together in
Europe , Costa Rica , Mexico , and in North
America from Boston to Seattle and from
Montreal to Miami : six hundred members in
all , with four hundred of them living outside
Rochester. Besides the group in Toronto there
are large groups formally affiliated with the
Rochester Center in Madison , Ann Arbor ,
Chicago , Denver , Boston and Montreal , as well
as in Hamburg , Germany ; Katowice , Poland ;
and San Jose , Costa Rica . These groups have
their own houses where members meet
regularly for zazen , chanting , ceremonies,
taped talks by Roshi Kapleau and informal
social gatherings. Like individual members of a
family , each of the affiliate groups shares the
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common ground of Sangha while at the same
time having its own unique karma .
Toronto

The Toronto Centre is the largest and
closest affiliate of Rochester , with roots that
predate even the Rochester Center itself. In
1962 several of the present members there
attended talks given by Yasutani Roshi ; one
person participated in a zazenkai in Keswickperhaps the first in Ontario if not all of Canada.
Later these people formed a small sitting group
and in 1966 became students of Roshi Kapleau
when he settled in Rochester. The group began
to expand and in 1971 became the Toronto Zen
Centre .
Visiting the Toronto Sangha today , one
is struck by the wide spectrum of ages and
occupations among the members : single

After a ll -day
sesshin at the
Toronto Zen Centre.

people and married couples with families ;
laborers , students , teachers , professional
people, social workers , shopkeepers , cooks ,
musicians , and .. .a fireman . Ages range from
19 to 64, the average member being 32 . Forty
men and twenty-five women , all but a few with
apartments and full time jobs of their own . This
diversity lends a certain texture to the Sangha
which enriches the practice for everyone .
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Furthermore there is a distinctly " settled"
quality to the group , a rootedness that younger
afiliates can only acquire in time .
One finds in Toronto a daily schedule
much like that of the other affiliates : wake-up
at 5 :15 a .m. , sitting and chanting from
5:45-7:10, and hatha yoga until the 8:00 formal
breakfast for house residents. Formal evening
sittings are held three times per week from
7 :30-9:30, with regular Repentance Ceremonies ,
group instruction on practice and special
chanting services throughout the month .
Saturday workdays offer members training in
that aspect of Zen practice as well as helping to
maintain the house and grounds . Tapes of
Roshi ' s teishos are played on Sunday mornings , and there are monthly all -day sittings and
occasional weekend sittings .
Ann Arbor
Moving westward on our tour of affiliate
groups into Michigan , we enter the bustling
university town of Ann Arbor. Having a
population that more than doubles with the
arrival of students , Ann Arbor 's high tran sience has always undermined the stability of
the affiliate here . Nor even has the city ' s
strong karmic link with the Rochester Center
proven helpful to the group . For although
every introductory Zen workshop in Rochester
includes at least one person from Ann Arbor ,
many of these people have gone on , after
developing their practice for a while with the
group , to move to the main Center in
Rochester . This problem comes up for all of the
affiliates , but perhaps none so much as for Ann
Arbor ; while the group is notable for its strong
contribution to the staff in Rochester (at least
twelve Ann Arborites have served on it) , for
years it has struggled to keep a core of enough
experienced members to provide stability .
Today this pattern is changing as increasing
numbers of married members with steady jobs
in the area settle there .
The Ann Arbor gorup has undergone
the usual search for an appropriate zendo.
After sitting for a year and a half at the
Friends ' Center , members ' homes , and even

the Self-Defense Academy , the group rented
its first house. A year later , in an accessible but
quiet residential neighborhood , the group
found its present house . It has zendo space for
twenty-five mats and rooms for seven resi dents .
Two large Ann Arbor workshops by
Roshi Kapleau , in 1971 and 1975, greatly
boosted the group . On each occasion nearly 200
people brought the echo of the kyosaku stick to
the Michigan Student Union.
Chicago
Continuing on around the foot of Lake
Michigan we come to the Chicago Zen Group ,
another group seeded by a large workshop , this
one in 1973 . The group met for the first time in
a makeshift zendo converted from a doctor 's
office on the fifth floor of a downtown Chicago
office building . As they hustled down the
deserted halls in their brown robes during
evening sittings en route to the bathroom they
drew furtive glances from the recently immigrated Eastern European janitorial staff who
would pretend not to see them . The group met
four times a week then , but getting half the
twelve members together at the time was
difficult . After moving to a member 's apartment a sense of Sangha began to develop.
Members would gather over tea (and in those
early days beer and wine occasionally) to share
with each other the problems and joys of Zen
practice . As people became more involved with
practice and had some exposure to ceremonies
in Rochester there arose an interest in chanting
and ceremonies . Plans for another Chicago
workshop by Roshi in 1974 prompted the " big
push " that only a visit by one 's teacher can
in spire: floors sanded , walls painted , curtains
sewn . One hundred forty people attended the
workshop , yet only one stuck it out to join the
group as a solid new member . This was taken
in stride by people in the group , even as they
well knew how many people would be drawn to
Zen and the group were Roshi in Chicago
permanently . " But Rosh i' s not in Chicago ,"
came the firm reply. Life and practice go on ,
everyone doing the best they can .
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In July 1975 the Chicago group left
behind their hard -won apartment zendo and
moved to a worn but exceptionally solid
fifteen-room house in Evanston . Members
spent thousands of hours transforming it into
the fine house it is today.
Madison
The relationship between the Chicago
group and its sibling group 150 miles north
in Madison , Wisconsin has been one of
unbroken mutual support. At times when it
would have been impossible or at least very
impractical to plan things for either individual
group , the two groups have pooled their
members and energies . At first they came
together for some loosely organized weekend
sittings which included such things as water
skiing , blue terrycloth bathrobe zendo attire ,
and chanting services that practically put
everyone to sleep . Since then the weekend
sittings have tightened up considerably and
they have served as a mainstay for the two
groups between sesshins. The Buddha's
Birthday , Thanksgiving and New Years have
also given both groups a chance to celebrate
together in a meaningful way .
" How do you carry on serious and
dedicated Zen practice eight hundred miles
from a Zen Center and one ' s teacher? " Three
people from Madison who had attended
workshops in Rochester asked themselves that
question in the summer of 1972, one year
before the birth of the Madison Affiliate Zen
Group . It is a question that engages every
affiliate member , from Boston in the east to
Denver in the west.
An older member in Madison offers an
answer: " First , sit regularly morning and
evening on your own whenever there 's no
formal group sitting or you can 't make it to the
group sitting . Second , come to all the formal
group sittings , workdays , ceremonies and
other Sangha activities . Third , get to Rochester
as often as you can for training programs ,
ceremonies , special events , just short visits ,
dokusan if you are a student of the Roshi ' s , and
most important , get to sesshin when you are
ready . Fourth , carry on your practice 24 hours
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a day . If you are following or counting breaths ,
just be one with whatever you ' re doing
whether it 's writing a paper , shoveling snow ,
or slicing a carrot . If you 're working on a koan
or 'Who am I? ' keep the questioning going in
all situations. Fall asleep with the question and
wake up with the question . Fifth , don 't neglect
the importance of Sangha work as an essential
part of Zen practice . Come to all the formal
workdays . Come and work at the house
whenever you have free time to do so . Sixth,
and this is the really vital one , do the first five
things wholeheartedly , with a one-pointed
mind , and with determination . In a way , all this
comes down to putting your Zen training first.
What about your family and friends , your
career or school? If you practice in this way ,
putting training first , then this is putting your
family first , your job first , your friends
first - not to mention swimming in the summer
and hockey in the winter! Put your training
first and , if done properly, you 'll put everything else first in a way you never could
before .''
The words of this member carried the
weight of experience . He could recall the
elation that swept through the Madison Sangha
when , after a year of making do in a rented
house , the group finally purchased their new
house . " Now at last we ' ve got a place of our
own . Everything will be so much easier. " But
befor e long everyone realized what the
true situation was : more work , endless work ,
insurance papers and woodwork sanding , more
zazen cushions to be made , details , always
details to attend to , more personal disagreements to resolve , more money needed-and
thu s, more zazen . Above all , more zazen .
Virtually 100% attendance at the two-day
sittings, many people going to Rochester for
dokusan and sesshin. Everyone had to get
deeper into practice - there was no other way
to deal with all this. What a training quarter
was the fall of 1975! Everyone working at a
whole new level , living a keen openness , the
atmosphere in the zendo always crisp and
fr esh. The whole Sangha , looking about , feels
it had been asleep prior to that energetic time .

By the spring of 1976 the work at the
house , Sangha relationships , people 's practice,
all are smoothing out , even amidst the
inevitable ups and downs . No one knows how
very much has been "gained " in such a few
short years , for no one can remember what it
was like before when it was so very dark and
cramped .
Gradually it dawns on everyone who
persists in their practice outside Rochester :
when you ' re centered, you ' re at the Center.
Me mbers of
The Costa Rica
group.
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